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ABSTRACT: The recent advances in the development of heterogeneous catalysts and
processes for the direct hydrogenation of CO2 to formate/formic acid, methanol, and
dimethyl ether are thoroughly reviewed, with special emphasis on thermodynamics and
catalyst design considerations. After introducing the main motivation for the
development of such processes, we first summarize the most important aspects of
CO2 capture and green routes to produce H2. Once the scene in terms of feedstocks is
introduced, we carefully summarize the state of the art in the development of
heterogeneous catalysts for these important hydrogenation reactions. Finally, in an
attempt to give an order of magnitude regarding CO2 valorization, we critically assess
economical aspects of the production of methanol and DME and outline future research
and development directions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays few people can ignore the strong scientific evidence
that demonstrates a clear correlation between emissions of
greenhouse gases and global warming. Among these gases, CO2
is by far the most emitted and, therefore, the main responsible. At
the same time, it would be difficult to deny that CO2 emitting
technologies are the engine of our society and that, on a short to
medium term, the only path forward to mitigate the
consequences of our “way of life” on the environment involves
improvements in current technologies and their integration with
capture of CO2 along with the development of non-CO2 emitting
technologies for energy generation and production of chemicals.
The great societal relevance of this issue is highlighted by the

large number of international actions from governments and
industries established over the past decades. These include the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the
United Nations Framework Commission on Climate Change,
the Global Climate Change Initiative, the European Strategic
Energy Technology Plan (SET-Plan), and the European
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Technology Platform for Zero Emission Fossil Fuel Power Plants
(ZEP).1−4

The use of fossil fuels has, however, in addition to the issues
presented above, other less evident consequences, the most
important one being the fact that, through combustion of
hydrocarbons, we are depleting carbon (the element) sources
which are equally instrumental to our society. Indeed, the
petrochemical industry (the one that transforms oil into goods
other than transportation fuels) is another important pillar of our
society, and it may, in the long term, run out of its most
important feedstock.
In view of these outstanding challenges, it is not surprising that

the valorization of CO2 is gaining interest in the scientific and
industrial communities. Indeed, although CO2 storage after
capture has long been seen as a good alternative to tackle global
warming, issues related to its safe storage and a paradigm shift in
which CO2 is not seen anymore as a waste but as an alternative
carbon feedstock have prompted intense research activities into
methods for the transformation of this stable molecule into
useful chemicals and energy carriers. The recent advancements in
the development of heterogeneous catalysts for this challenging
task are summarized in this review. More specifically, we focus on
catalytic technologies that deliver with high selectivity a single
hydrogenation product, namely, formate/formic acid, methanol,
and dimethyl ether. The choice for such processes is based not
only on the number of research articles and patents published on
these topics but especially on the fact that these are the most
likely technologies to be first implemented, since the absence of
complex, energy consuming separation units in such processes
may facilitate their operation. Furthermore, when considering
the envisaged products and the amounts of CO2 emitted per year,
potential technologies for the valorization of CO2 have to deliver
either important chemical intermediates or highly consumed
final products, such as energy carriers. For these reasons, in the
current review, we first summarize the main technologies for
CO2 capture from point sources and green ways of generating
H2, with special emphasis on feedstock prices, which together
with the catalytic process followed will eventually determine the
final price of the hydrogenation products. Subsequently, we
analyze in detail recent and old developments in heterogeneous
catalysts for the direct hydrogenation of CO2 to either formates,
methanol, or dimethyl ether. We start these analyses from
thermodynamic considerations and move to the different types
of heterogeneous catalysts proposed in the open and patent

literature. The main components of this review on CO2
hydrogenation process are schematically summarized in Figure
1. This article is finally wrapped up with our personal opinion
about future directions in the development of new generations of
catalysts and processes for the efficient hydrogenation of CO2 to
valuable chemicals and energy carriers.

2. CARBON DIOXIDE CAPTURE
Although this step is not the main topic of this review, the capture
of CO2 and, more specifically, the price and efficiency of capture
methods and the different sources of CO2 will be the key in
valorizing this alternative carbon feedstock. The international
Energy Agency reported in 2012 that over 40% of the global CO2
emissions are related to energy and heat generation. This is due
not only to the number of electricity generating plants around the
world but especially to the fact that this sector relies heavily on
coal, the most carbon containing fossil fuel. Manufacturing and
industrial processes (such as paper, food, chemicals, cement, and
steel industries) account for additional 20% emissions, while
transportation (both of goods and of people) accounts for
another 20% of the total emissions. These numbers indicate that
capture technologies, if applied at large point sources such as
energy generation and industrial sectors, could “easily” reduce
current CO2 emissions by 60%, while at the same time providing
huge amounts of carbon dioxide as feedstock for further
production processes. When focusing on combustion processes,
three lines of capturing technologies exist: postcombustion,
precombustion, and oxyfuel combustion.
Postcombustion CO2 capture involves a treatment of the flue

gases produced after the fuel is burned. In this case, the hot
combustion gases exiting the boiler consist mainly of nitrogen
(from air) along with lower concentrations of water vapor and
CO2 (the concentration of the latter depends on the combustible
used). Additional air pollutants, such as sulfur dioxide, nitrogen
oxides, particulate matter, and other trace species such as
mercury, are removed tomeet the emission standards.5 Themain
challenge in postcombustion CO2 capture is the low partial
pressure of CO2 and the huge amount of flue gas to process. The
CO2 content (volume basis) can be as low as 4% in a gas turbine
plant, around 15% for coal power plants, and more concentrated
(∼20−30%) for cement and steel production plants. With
current commercial technology, the most effective method of
CO2 capture from flue gases is chemical absorption in an aqueous
solution of an amine-based organic, such as mono- or

Figure 1. Scope and aspects covered in this review.
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diethanolamine (MEA, DEA). Typically 85 to 90% of the CO2 is
captured with these technologies at a price highly defined by the
regeneration energetics of the amine solution.3 In addition to
clear environmental concerns related to amine degradation and
in spite of great improvements of this technology through
process optimization, bringing the price of CO2 capture with this
technology below 60 $/ton CO2 seems rather unrealistic.
Alternative technologies, not yet commercially implemented,
involve adsorption, CO2 conversion, chemical looping, and
membrane separation. Especially, the latter technology has
attracted a great deal of interest and seems to be the most
promising alternative, as recently reviewed by several groups. For
instance, Merkel et al.,6 using the MTR’s membrane Polaris as
the base case (permeance 1000 GPU, CO2/N2 selectivity α =
50), found an optimal process configuration (two-step counter-
flow/sweepmembrane process), with which a 90%CO2 recovery
can be achieved at a price of 18 €/ton CO2 (including
compression), highlighting the large potential of membrane
technologies for the capture of CO2.
Removal of carbon from fuel prior to combustion is usually

done via partial oxidation with pure oxygen or gasification. The
result is a gaseous fuel consisting mainly of carbon monoxide and
hydrogen, which can be burned to generate electricity in a
combined cycle power plant. This approach is known as the
integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) power gener-
ation. After particulate impurities are removed from the syngas, a
two-stage water-gas shift reactor converts the carbon monoxide
to CO2. The result is a mixture of CO2 and hydrogen (and
water). Given the higher partial pressure of CO2 in this stream,
milder solvents, such as the widely used commercial Selexol
(which employs a glycol-based solvent) and Rectisol (using
refrigerated methanol), can be used for the capture of CO2,
leaving a stream of nearly pure hydrogen that is burned in a
combined cycle power plant to generate electricity.7 Nonethe-
less, there is still a significant energy penalty associated with CO2
capture due to the need for shift reactors and other separation
processes. Overall, costs associated with current commercial
precombustion capture technologies are around 60 $/ton CO2.
In the case of precombustion capture, again membranes could be
instrumental in drastically reducing capture costs. Recently, Ku et
al.8 published a detailed study on membrane performance
requirements for precombustion CO2 capture applying a single
step high-temperature membrane process. High performance
membranes should be able to deliver the desired 90% carbon
capture at prices below 20 $/ton CO2.

9

The last option for CO2 capture, the oxyfuel process, makes
use of pure oxygen for the combustion, resulting in a flue gas
containing mainly water vapor and carbon dioxide. Condensa-
tion of the water results in a nearly pure carbon dioxide stream.
The major energy penalty here is the production of pure oxygen
by air separation and on the manufacture of the materials needed
to withstand the much higher combustion temperatures.
A recent analysis has shown that the thermodynamic

minimum energy demand for capturing 90% of the CO2 from
the flue gas of a typical coal-fired power plant is approximately
3.5% (assuming a flue gas containing 12−15% CO2 at 40 °C).

10

Although the best commercially available technologies still
require an additional 16% energy input (note that this is the case
for new natural gas based combined cycles and precombustion
capture based on absorption) and themost promisingmembrane
technologies may reduce these to ca. 6%, reaching CO2 costs
below 20 $/ton CO2 over the next few decades will be very
unlikely. Whether these prices will be sufficiently low for CO2 to

become a feasible feedstock will most likely depend on the
implementation of governmental and industrial driven policies
such as the proposed Levelised Cost of Energy (LCOE)
proposed in Europe2,4 that includes capture costs into the final
electricity bill. If these regulations and other are finally applied,
then the opportunities for the implementation of point source
capture technologies and subsequent valorization of CO2 will be
immense.

3. GREEN ROUTES TO PRODUCE H2

Traditional methods to produce H2 rely on the use of fossil fuels
and, therefore, produce large amounts of CO2, obviously
undesired for the application at hand. Current industrial
production from conventional fossil sources like natural gas
reforming or coal gasification is low cost (<1 $/kg H2).

11,12

Steammethane reforming (SMR) is the least expensive andmost
common method to produce hydrogen, as it requires an external
heat source but does not demand pure oxygen. Coal gasification
(CG) is a more complex, two-stage process; the feedstock costs
are lower than in SMR while the capital costs of a CG plant are
higher. Coal is first converted through steam/oxygen gas-
ification/oxidation at high temperature and pressure toward
CO2-rich syngas, of which the hydrogen content is subsequently
enhanced by the water-gas shift (WGS) reaction. Therefore, the
hydrogen production costs through CG are slightly higher than
for SMR (0.92 $/kg H2 vs 0.75 $/kg H2).

13 An alternative
method in fossil fuel conversion is plasma arc decomposition
(PAD) where the high-temperature pyrolysis of methane
produces pure H2 and solid carbon. In spite of economically
attractive estimations, commercial operation was abandoned.14

Further, the large energy demand for this process is often met by
conventional energy supply as well and, thus, results in CO2
emissions comparable to SMR.15

The alternative for hydrogen production up to the megawatt
range is alkaline water electrolysis (WE).16 The costs of
electrolysis are higher than those of fossil fuel utilization due to
Pt-catalyst used as electrode, to the required water purification
before electrolysis, and to the price of electricity: commercially
available electrolysis systems produce hydrogen around 2−3
$/kg H2 at a 0.05 $/kWh electricity cost.17 In this case, the
electrical energy necessary for water splitting can easily be
supplied by photovoltaic power (PV) plants to close the green
cycle of water electrolysis. Other ways toward green water
electrolysis are polymer electrolyte membranes (PEM), solid
oxide electrolyzers (SOEC), and carbon-assisted water elec-
trolysis (CAWE); however, these technologies are still in the
demonstration or research phase.18,19 For the PEM electrolysis,
on the one hand the development of stack concepts is a necessary
breakthrough for industrial application, and noble metal loading
and long-term stability are still a matter of concern.20 On the
other hand, SOEC can produce hydrogen while achieving 100%
Faradaic efficiency, and thus, this technology has a huge potential
for industrial application when issues related to durability of the
ceramics and steam/hydrogen electrode under these high
temperatures are solved. Similar challenges hold for high-
temperature electrolysis, where instead of water, steam is
dissociated toH2 andO2. Engineering chemically stable materials
for use at high temperatures and reducing/oxidizing environ-
ments, such as the electrolyte, electrodes, and support materials,
is key to efficient hydrogen generation.21 Current state of the art
does not allow a cost-effective operation of high-temperature
electrolysis (>4.5 $/kg H2), and although water splitting can also
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be performed thermally, the high temperatures to be reached
(>2500 K) result in a costly operation as well (>4 $/kg H2).
In addition to the above-described processes, there are not

many other megawatt-range technologies that can reach high
levels of process efficiency. Yet, biomass conversion can reach
energy efficiency levels (defined as useful output over consumed
input) over 50%, comparable to fossil fuel conversion and water
electrolysis.22 The main routes for biomass utilization are
(steam) gasification and thermochemical conversion, resulting
in CO2-rich syngas mixtures, which further require hydrogen
enrichment through WGS.23 Still, biomass conversion is roughly
twice as expensive as SMR or CG at a price between 1 and 2 $/kg
H2.

24 Furthermore, the major downside of biomass utilization is
the high acidification potential due to coemission of SO2 and the
potential amounts of inorganics and/or ash. Biomass conversion
routes have in common high SO2 emissions of >10 g/kg H2,
comparable to SMR.18 Although it is not common in the
literature to assign costs to acidification potential, the sulfur-
cleanup associated costs might decrease the economic potential
of biomass conversion even further.
The technologies with the lowest efficiency for green

hydrogen production are photocatalytic water splitting and
associated photovoltaic systems such as PV electrolysis.
Nonetheless, photocatalytic hydrogen production from water
splitting in the visible-light region has high potential for
application as a green route to hydrogen.25 On one hand the
inherent strengths of the above technologies are the near-absent
global warming and acidification potential due to negligible CO2
and SO2 emissions. The energy efficiencies of the systems are, on
the other hand, quite low with a maximum of 11%,26,27 while the
aim is to reach 30%.28 Keys in catalyst development are
maximizing visible-light utilization and improving efficiency of
electron−hole separation while avoiding recombination and the
stability of the investigated materials.29−31 Additionally, the
coupled system of hydrogen evolution and oxygen evolution in
photocatalysis requires efficient electron transfer between the
two catalyst particles. Current development in these highly
complex photocatalysts allowed pure water splitting with a solar-
to-hydrogen energy conversion of 1.1% and apparent quantum
yield of over 30% at 419 nm, the highest values obtained to
date.32 Since the technology is still immature, hydrogen
production costs are among the highest reported, and rise up
to 10 $/kg H2.

13,18

In summary, from the existing H2 producing technologies and
considering environmental aspects (it would make very little
sense to use nongreen hydrogen to hydrogenate CO2), alkaline
water electrolysis should be at this moment the technology of
choice for the prospective valorization of carbon dioxide.
Additionally, we would like to stress that local or in situ
generation on demand would be preferred over off-site H2
generation and transportation.

4. DIRECT HYDROGENATION OF CO2 TO
FORMATE/FORMIC ACID

Formic acid, apart from being a valuable chemical commonly
used as preservative and antibacterial agent, is an established
hydrogen storage component via its decomposition to CO2 and
H2 with a possible reversible transformation back to regenerate
formic acid, thus serving as a platform for chemical energy
storage.33 It contains 53 g L−1 hydrogen at room temperature and
atmospheric pressure. By weight, pure formic acid stores 4.3 wt %
hydrogen. Being liquid at ambient conditions, its transportation
and storage is more straightforward than that of molecular

hydrogen. Despite the relatively low gravimetric hydrogen
content, all the hydrogen can be recovered from formic acid.
The current industrial methods of formic acid production
include hydrolysis of methyl formate or formamide and oxidation
of biomass.34 Compared to these traditional synthesis methods,
the direct hydrogenation of carbon dioxide into formic acid
serves two important, distinguishing purposes, namely, CO2
utilization and hydrogen storage in a liquid form as mentioned
above.
4.1. Thermodynamic Considerations

The conversion of carbon dioxide and hydrogen into formic acid
commonly involves a phase change from gaseous reagents into a
liquid product. Therefore, the reaction is obviously entropically
disfavored, when the gas phase reactants are considered (eq 1):35

+ ⇔ Δ ° = −GH CO HCO H 32.9 kJ mol2(g) 2(g) 2 (l) 298K
1

(1)

On the other hand, the presence of solvent alters the
thermodynamics of the reaction and the reaction becomes
slightly exergonic when operated in the aqueous phase (eq 2):35

+ ⇔

Δ ° = − −G

H CO HCO H

4 kJ mol

2(aq) 2(aq) 2 (aq)

298K
1

(2)

To make the transformation of carbon dioxide to formic acid
(or formates) feasible in practice, the thermodynamic equili-
brium has to be disturbed by secondary reaction or molecular
interaction. The common strategies are by esterification, e.g.,
reacting formic acid/formates with methanol to yield methyl
formate, reacting themwith primary or secondary amines to yield
formamides, or simply neutralization with a weak base such as
tertiary amines or alkali/alkaline earth bicarbonates.36,37

4.2. Catalytic Systems

In 1976 Inoue et al. published for the first time the catalytic
synthesis of formic acid from carbon dioxide using a
homogeneous catalyst, a Ru complex with phosphine ligands.38

Since then, much effort has been devoted to this field of catalysis.
An enormous number of attempts employing transition metal
complexes, mostly Ir- and Ru-based ones, were made, and the
outcome is truly fascinating. The recent progress in homoge-
neous catalytic systems for the synthesis of formic acid and
formates has been excellently reviewed by several research
teams.37,39−43 To the best of our knowledge, a record TOF of
1,100,000 h−1 was achieved by Filonenko et al. using a Ru PNP
pincer complex.44 In spite of the impressive turnover frequencies
achieved by several homogeneous catalysts, when this
production rate is expressed as the amount of CO2 hydrogenated
per unit time and volume of reactor, the obtained numbers are
still far fromwhat would be desired from an industrial standpoint.
This is a consequence of the low catalyst concentrations often
used in homogeneously catalyzed processes. On the other hand,
heterogeneous catalysts, with obvious practical advantages for
continuous operation and product separation, are comparatively
much less investigated for this reaction, but recently the number
of examples is increasing remarkably.45

In this section, we summarize the state of the art of the
heterogeneous catalysts reported for the synthesis of formic
acid/formates. The catalyst types are classified as follows: (1)
unsupported and supported bulk/nanometal catalysts and (2)
heterogenized molecular catalysts. The most popular catalyst
types reported to date and covered in this review are summarized
in Figure 2.
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4.2.1. Supported/Unsupported Metal Catalysts. The
initial studies on the reaction using heterogeneous catalysts were
reported employing pure metal as an active catalyst element. The
first synthesis of formates by hydrogenation reaction dates back
to 1914 by Bredig and Carter using a Pd black catalyst under
relatively mild conditions (70−95 °C, 30−60 bar of H2, 0−30 bar
of CO2).

46 The synthesis employed alkali/alkaline earth
(bi)carbonates as the CO2 source in the presence of H2 (in
some cases gaseous CO2 was also added). In 1935 Farlow and
Adkins reported the synthesis of formamides over Raney Ni
through CO2 hydrogenation at high pressure (400 bar) in the
presence of primary and secondary amines in alcohol as
solvent.47 As evident from the two early examples, the common
strategies used nowadays in homogeneous catalysis to shift the
reaction equilibrium with alkali/alkaline earth metals and amines
(vide supra) were routinely employed for heterogeneous catalytic
systems. As a pure metal catalyst, recently prominent catalytic
activity of Ru nanoparticles has been reported. Srivastavea et al.48

evaluated the activity of Ru nanoparticles generated in situ in an
ionic liquid ([DAMI][NTf2] (DAMI, 1,3-di(N,N-dimethylami-
n o e t h y l ) - 2 - m e t h y l i m i d a z o l i u m ; N T f 2 , b i s -
(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide) which was used as solvent
together with water, and they reported a TOF of 376 h−1 at 100
°C (Table 1, entry 41). In another report, Umegaki et al.
performed the reaction with supercritical CO2 in the presence of
trimethylamine (NEt3) and water as promoter using Ru
nanoparticles prepared in a methanol solution under solvother-
mal conditions, achieving a high TON of 6351 after 3 h at 80 °C
(Table 1, entry 42).49 It is interesting to note that the presence of
water somehow affected positively the catalytic performance
using Ru nanoparticles.
In heterogeneous catalysis, support materials are often

employed to increase the number of active sites (often metal
surfaces) by dispersing active metals in space on the nanometer
scale. Besides, they are known to play key roles in catalytic
reactions by altering the electronic structure of active metals,
creating unique active sites at the perimeter of active metal and
support, and/or enhancing the interaction of reaction substrate
with the catalyst thus enhancing the reaction rate. Although the
number is limited, there are representative examples convinc-
ingly describing support effects in the formates/formic acid
synthesis using metal catalysts supported on different solid
materials.

Stalder et al. studied the effects of active metal and support in
the conversion of aqueous sodium bicarbonate to sodium
formate. Among Al2O3-supported Ru, Rh, Pd, and Pt catalysts,
Pd/Al2O3 showed the best catalytic performance. The catalyst
performed ca. 75 times better in terms of initial TOF than Pd
black, although a carbon-supported Pd catalyst was found to be
even superior (ca. 6 times more active than Pd/Al2O3) with a
TON of 115 after 24 h (Table 1, entries 3, 4, 22).50 Similarly, Su
et al. investigated the activity of Pd catalysts supported on
different materials such as activated carbon, Al2O3, CaCO3, and
BaSO4, and the activated carbon supported Pd showed superior
catalytic performance.51 Furthermore, positive effects of
heteroatom modification to the carbon support have been
reported by other researchers. Bi et al. studied supported Pd
catalysts for reversible (de)hydrogenation between potassium
bicarbonate and formate as a way to (dis)charge hydrogen to the
catalyst solution. The use of Pd particles supported on reduced
graphite oxide (Pd/r-GO) yielded a TON of 7088 after 32 h at 1
wt % Pd loading for the hydrogenation reaction.52 They screened
several Pd loadings (1, 2, and 5 wt %), and the lowest Pd loading
gave the best results, which were explained by larger lattice strain
(Table 1, entries 25−27), although the origin of the higher
activity is not clear.52 Lee et al. employed a nitrogen-containing
mesoporous graphitic carbon nitride as the support of Pd
nanoparticle, and the catalyst exhibited higher activity than a
commercial Pd/C. They concluded that the basic sites of the
support could stabilize the nanosized Pd (ca. 1.7 nm) as well as
facilitate the initial interaction with CO2 with the support, thus
facilitating the synthesis of formic acid.53

It is also interesting to note that the hydrogenation of
bicarbonates to formates is reported to bemore facile than that of
carbonates, which was consistently observed for different cations
(sodium, potassium, or ammonium) in the salts.51 The best
hydrogenation activity was observed when ammonium bicar-
bonate was hydrogenated over activated carbon supported Pd,
yielding a TON of 782. It was explained by a higher equilibrium
concentration of HCO3

− over CO3
2− than in the case of

potassium or sodium salts. The highest yield of 90.4% was
obtained after 2 h using ammonium bicarbonate as the source of
CO2 (Table 1, entries 14 vs 5−13, 15).

51 As suggested by Su et
al., all similar reactions in aqueous solutions or mixtures of
amines/carbonates under CO2 pressure may, in fact, utilize
HCO3

− as the actual substrate in the catalytic cycle.51 This could

Figure 2. Heterogeneous catalytic systems reported for the CO2 hydrogenation to formic acid/formates.
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Table 1. Summary of the Different Metal Nanoparticle Based Catalysts Reported for the Hydrogenation of CO2 to Formic Acid/
Formates

entry catalyst metal support PH2/atm
PCO2/
atm base/additive T/°C solvent CFA/M t/h TON TOF/h−1

146 Pd bulk no 60 0 KHCO3 70 H2O 0.37 23 5 0.22
246 Pd bulk no 50 20 CaCO3 70 H2O 0.02 4.5 0.28 0.06
350 Pd bulk no 1 0 NaHCO3 25 H2O 0.2 53 2.1 0.02a

450 Pd NP C 1.7 0 NaHCO3 25 H2O 0.53 46 115 25a

552 Pd NP C 29.6 0 KHCO3 100 H2O 3.79 10 1973 197
551 Pd NP AC 27 0 NaHCO3 20 H2O 0.29 1 527 527
651 Pd NP AC 27 0 KHCO3 20 H2O 0.31 1 567 567
751 Pd NP AC 27 0 NH4HCO3 20 H2O 0.43 1 782 782
851 Pd NP AC 27 0 NH4HCO3 20 H2O 0.86 6 1571 262
951 Pd NP AC 27 0 NH4HCO3 20 H2O 0.97 6 1769 118
1051 Pd NP AC 6.9 0 NH4HCO3 20 H2O 0.17 1 312 312
1151 Pd NP AC 13.6 0 NH4HCO3 20 H2O 0.32 1 579 579
1251 Pd NP AC 41.4 0 NH4HCO3 20 H2O 0.54 1 982 982
1351 Pd NP AC 54.5 0 NH4HCO3 20 H2O 0.60 1 1103 1103
1451 Pd NP AC 54.5 0 NH4HCO3 20 H2O 0.91 2 1672 836
1551 Pd NP AC 27 0 (NH4)2CO3 20 H2O 0.15 1 278 278
1655 Pd NP AC 27 0 NH2CO2NH4 20 EtOH 0.2 1 373 373
1755 Pd NP AC 27 0 NH2CO2NH4 20 EtOH 70%/H2O

30%
0.22 1 405 405

1855 Pd NP AC 27 0 NH2CO2NH4 20 EtOH 70%/H2O
30%

0.46 8 845 106

1955 Pd NP AC 27 0 NH2CO2NH4 20 EtOH 30%/H2O
70%

0.09 1 162 162

2050 Pd NP BaSO4 1 0 NaHCO3 25 H2O 0.09 50 19 2.1a

2151 Pd NP BaSO4 27 0 NH4HCO3 20 H2O 0.03 1 212 212
2250 Pd NP γ- Al2O3 1 0 NaHCO3 25 H2O 0.23 53 50 1.5a

2351 Pd NP Al2O3 27 0 NH4HCO3 20 H2O 0.09 1 278 278
2451 Pd NP CaCO3 27 0 NH4HCO3 20 H2O 0.005 1 20 20
2552 Pd NP (1 wt

%)
r-GO 39.5 0 KHCO3 100 H2O 4.54 32 7088 221

2652 Pd NP (2 wt
%)

r-GO 39.5 0 KHCO3 100 H2O 4.06 10 2117 211.7

2752 Pd NP (5 wt
%)

r-GO 39.5 0 KHCO3 100 H2O 3.18 10 1658 166

2853 Pd NP mpg-C3N4 26.6 12.8 NEt3 150 D2O 0.37 24 106 4.4
2960 PdNi CNT-GR 24.7 24.7 no 40 H2O 0.02 15 6.4 0.0072
3047 Ni Raneyc no 40/140 60 1-Ph-2-

aminopropanol-1
80 EtOH 1

3161 Ni/Fe
powder

no ≈11b K2CO3 300 H2O 0.07 2 0.02 0.01

3258 Au NP no 20 20 NEt3 70 EtOH 0.001 20 0.6 0.03
3356−57 Au

(AUROlite)
TiO2 90 90 NEt3 40 NEt3 52 855 16.4

3458 Au NP TiO2 20 20 NEt3 70 EtOH 0.09 20 111 5.5
3558 Au NP Al2O3 20 20 NEt3 70 EtOH 0.2 20 215 10.8
3658 Au NP ZnO 20 20 NEt3 70 EtOH 0.002 20 2 0.1
3758 Au NP CeO2 20 20 NEt3 70 EtOH 0.002 20 8 0.4
3858 Au NP MgAl−

hydrotalcite
20 20 NEt3 70 EtOH 0.016 20 91 4.6

3958 Au NP MgCr−
hydrotalcite

20 20 NEt3 70 EtOH 0.007 20 52 2.6

4058 Au NP CuCr2O4 20 20 NEt3 70 EtOH 0.002 20 6 0.3
4148 Ru NP no 197 197 no 100 [DAMI][NTf2] 2.5 940 376
4249 Ru NP no 49 128 NEt3 80 water 27.6 3 6351 2117
4351 Ru NP AC 27 0 NH4HCO3 20 H2O 0.002 3 1 3
4459 Ru AC 49 84 NEt3 80 EtOH 0.05 1 10 10
4559 Ru Al2O3 49 84 NEt3 80 EtOH 0.455 1 91 91
4651 Rh NP AC 27 0 NH4HCO3 20 H2O 0.002 3 1 3

aInitial rates (reported by authors). b6.4 mmol of CO2, the pressure was estimated without taking into consideration CO2 solubility.
cNo reaction

volume data, yield 55%.
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also explain the beneficial effect of a small amount of H2O on
CO2 hydrogenation, often observed in organic solvent systems.

54

Su et al. also showed that the higher reactivity of bicarbonates is
conditional and solvent-dependent.55 Among ammonium salts,
carbonates and carbamates were more easily hydrogenated than
bicarbonates in ethanol-rich solutions (Table 1, entries 16, 17,
19).
While Pd is the most popular active metal known for the

reaction, contrasting results have been reported. With the
assumption that an active catalyst promotes both the forward
reaction (formic acid synthesis) and the reverse one (formic acid
decomposition), Preti et al. investigated H2 and CO2 gas
evolution arising from the decomposition of HCOOH/NEt3 in
the presence of different metal black catalysts of groups 8−11
(RaneyNi, Co, Cu, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, Ir, Pt, and Au).56 Surprisingly,
only Au black was active for the decomposition reaction. Though
the catalyst showed a fair activity, the Au black deactivated
quickly due to the aggregation of Au particles (thus resulting in
less active surface area). For this reason, a dispersed Au catalyst
on TiO2 (1 wt % Au/TiO2, AUROlite from Mintek) was tested.
The catalyst exhibited high activity and excellent stability, even
for 41 days (Table 1, entry 33).57 Filonenko et al. studied the
activity of unsupported and supported Au nanoparticles.58 In line
with previous studies, higher catalytic activities per unit mass of
Au were found for supported Au catalysts. They screened a series
of supports (TiO2, Al2O3, ZnO, CeO2, MgAl−hydrotalcite,
MgCr−hydrotalcite, and CuCr2O4) and observed the highest
activity for Au/Al2O3, which was two times higher than for Au/
TiO2 (TONs of 215 and 111, respectively). They proposed that
the basic sites of the Al2O3 support play an important role, acting
cooperatively with Au0 nanoparticles (Table 1, entries 34−40) as
discussed later.
In the report of Hao et al., Ru catalysts supported on MgO,

activated carbon, and γ-Al2O3 were investigated for the
reaction.59 They suggested that surface hydroxyl groups on the
support resulted in synergetic effects with the metal and a
positive influence on the reaction. Accordingly, the catalytic
performance increased in the following order: Ru/MgO (no

activity) < Ru/activated carbon (TON of 10) < Ru/γ-Al2O3
(TON of 91) (Table 1, entries 44, 45).
Not only monometallic systems but also bimetallic catalytic

systems have been reported for the reaction. Nguyen et al.
prepared PdNi alloys supported on carbon nanotube-graphene
(PdNi/CNT-GR) and performed the hydrogenation of CO2 in
the absence of a base. The composite support was chosen to
avoid the common phenomenon of stacking of GR and bundling
of CNTs. They both act as spacers, which helps to expose their
entire surface areas during catalysis. The supported PdNi
material showed a higher activity than the single metals,
attributed to synergetic effects. Together with the main product,
formate, a small amount of acetic acid was also detected (Table 1,
entry 29).60 As a different approach, Takahashi et al. examined a
mixture of Fe and Ni powders for CO2 hydrogenation without
H2 under a hydrothermal condition using water as the hydrogen
source and in the presence of K2CO3. Encouragingly, 2.5 mmol
of formic acid could be synthesized at 300 °C.61

According to the literature, Pd and Au are the most verified
active metals for the synthesis of formic acid/formates and their
catalytic activity can be enhanced with a proper choice of support
material. Hydrophobic carbon-based materials seem preferred
choices as support for Pd catalysts, whereas more hydrophilic
support materials such as Al2O3 and TiO2 are preferably
employed for Au catalysts (the same is also indicated for Ru
catalysts). Still, the number of studies on (un)supported metal
particle catalysts is small and discrepancies on the fundamental
aspects, e.g., which metal is more active for the reaction, remain.
Further investigations on this catalytic system for formic acid and
formate synthesis are absolutely demanded to establish clearer
catalyst structure−activity relationships.

4.2.2. Heterogenized Molecular Catalysts. From the
comparison of activities and reaction mechanisms reported for
homogeneous catalysts62−69 and those reported for metal
nanoparticle based systems, a large difference is obvious. Clearly,
molecularly dispersed metal sites offer a more reactive environ-
ment for the hydrogenation of CO2 to formic acid/formates. In
this spirit, many researchers have studied in the past few decades

Figure 3. Immobilization strategies of molecular complexes on grafted solid support for CO2 hydrogenation. These “precatalyst” structures are created
based on (a) refs 76 (n = 1,3), 75 (n = 2), and 77 (n = 3); (b) refs 78−80; (c) ref 81; (d) refs 82 and 83; and (e) refs 84, 80, and 85.
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the immobilization of homogeneous systems on different
supports, looking for an easier catalyst handling and a higher
activity per unit volume. ThoughHübner et al.70 have questioned
industrial application of immobilized complexes on, e.g.,
questionable lower costs, lower rates, and metal leaching, and
more attention should indeed be devoted to such critical aspects,
these systems can offer the clear advantage of combining the
desired properties of tunable, well-defined, highly active catalytic
sites of a homogeneous system with a heterogeneous one. This
section describes the latest achievements in the field of
heterogenized molecular catalysts, which are categorized to
those supported on (1) silica- and polymer-based materials and
(2) porous organic polymers.
4.2.2.1. Molecular Catalysts Immobilized on Grafted Solids.

Following the reports on the extraordinary reactivity of
homogeneous Ru phosphine complexes, mainly with trimethyl-
phosphine ligand by Jessop et al. for CO2 hydrogenation to
formic acid, formates, and derivatives in supercritical CO2 as
solvent and reactant,71−73 the group of Baiker performed the
synthesis of a formic acid derivative, formamide, by the reaction
of CO2 and H2 with a primary amine under solvent-free
conditions. They reported an excellent activity of Ru complexes
with alkyl-bridged bidentate phosphine ligands, particularly of
dppe (Ph2P(CH2)2PPh2) in comparison with dppm
(Ph2PCH2PPh2), dppp (Ph2P(CH2)3PPh2), and nonbridged
trimethylphosphine (P(CH3)3) ligands.74 Soon thereafter, the
same group pioneered the immobilization of Ru with multiple
coordination by bridged phosphine ligands (Figure 3a, bis[2′-
(triethoxysilyl)ethylphenylphosphino]X (X: methane, ethane,
and propane; thus called bspm, bspe, and bspp in structural
analogy to dppm, dppe, and dppp ligands, respectively)) in the
matrix of SiO2 aerogel and xerogel for the synthesis of
formamides from primary and secondary amines.75−77 Although
good catalytic performance was presented, it was a few to several

times less effective as catalyst than the homogeneous counter-
parts.
The group of Zheng evaluated the use of surface-grafted silica,

including mesoporous MCM-41, containing various functional
donor groups such as NR2, CN, and SH, to allow the
coordination to Ru complexes (Figure 3b), and studied the
roles of support and the donor ligand in CO2 hydrogenation to
formic acid and derivatives.75,78−80 Comparing activities of the
“precatalyst” structures (the active system is formed under
reaction conditions) based on primary, secondary, and tertiary
amine ligands, the secondary amine showed the highest TOF
(1384 h−1, Table 2, entry 2) in the presence of a base (NEt3).

78

Secondary amines are generally known to be better electron
donors, which could explain the increase in catalytic activity.
Furthermore, among the systems with three different ligand
types (amine, nitrile, and thiol terminal groups) anchored to
MCM-41, the amine-based precatalyst showed the highest
activity. Again, this was attributed to the optimal electron
donation effects in comparison with the other linkers. No activity
was detected when no PPh3 was added, something generally
reported. Upon catalyst recycling no further addition of this
ligand was required, indicating that the formation of the active
catalytic species occurred under the reaction conditions in the
first run. Although no characterization of the active structure or
of the spent catalyst was reported, it was assumed that an
octahedral dihydrido Ru complex was formed under reaction
conditions. Baffert et al. immobilized a tailored ruthenium−N-
heterocyclic carbene (NHC) species in the pores of a
mesostructured silica matrix (Figure 3c). The active sites were
spectroscopically verified, and the catalytic system displayed
promising activities in the hydrogenation of carbon dioxide.81

However, significant metal leaching (50%) was observed. In
general, leaching is observed when the active metal (Ru) was
bound through a single coordination to a ligand grafted on

Table 2. Summary of the Different Heterogeneous Molecular Cataysts Reported for the Direct Hydrogenation of CO2 to Formic
Acid/Formates

entry catalyst metal support PH2/atm PCO2/atm base/additive T/°C solvent CFA/M t/h TON TOF/h−1

179 Ru silica 39 69 NEt3/PPh3 80 EtOH 0.42 1 656 656
278 Ru silica 39 69 NEt3/PPh3 80 EtOH 1.1 1 1384 1384
378 Ru silica 39 69 NEt3/PPh3 80 EtOH 0.69 1 868 868
484 Ru silica 89 89 [mammim][TfO]/PPh3 60 H2O 47 2 206 103
585 Rua silica 89 89 [DAMI][TfO]/PPh3 80 H2O 188 2 1840 920
679 Ru MCM-41 53 92 NEt3/PPh3 80 EtOH 0.41 1 1022 1022
779 Ru MCM-41 53 92 NEt3/PPh3 80 MeOH 0.43 1 1075 1075
879 Ru MCM-41 53 92 NEt3/PPh3 80 PrOH 0.17 1 427 427
979 Ru MCM-41 53 92 NEt3/AsPh3 80 EtOH 0.07 1 171 171
1079 Ru MCM-41 53 92 NEt3/NPh3 80 EtOH 0.07 1 179 179
1179 Ru MCM-41 53 92 NEt3/PPh3 80 EtOH 0.23 1 723 723
1279 Ru MCM-41 53 92 NEt3/PPh3 80 EtOH 0.21 1 537 537
1389 Ru TB-MOP 59 59 NEt3/PPh3 40 NEt3 10.8 24 2254 94
1482 Ir silica 19.7 19.7 NEt3 60 H2O 0.13 2 1300 650
1582 Ir silica 19.7 19.7 NEt3 120 H2O 0.23 2 2300 1150
1683 Ir polyethylenimine 19.7 19.7 NEt3 120 H2O 0.04 1 284 284
1790 Ir Bpy-CTF 19.7 19.7 NEt3 80 H2O 0.06 2 500 250
1890 Ir Bpy-CTF 19.7 19.7 NEt3 120 H2O 0.4 2 3320 1660
1990 Ir Bpy-CTF 19.7 19.7 NEt3 160 H2O 0.33 2 2700 1350
2090 Ir Bpy-CTF 39.5 39.5 NEt3 120 H2O 0.61 2 5000 2500
2191 Ir HBF 39.5 39.5 NEt3 120 H2O 0.01 0.5 750 1500
2298 Ir (0.2 w%) spheres-CTF 9.8 9.8 KHCO3 90 H2O 0.004 2 219 110
2398 Ir (2 w%) spheres-CTF 9.8 9.8 KHCO3 90 H2O 0.009 2 54 27

aConcentration in water, calculated back from TON, the volume of ionic liquid was not taken into consider.
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support material via an alkyl chain, while the degree of metal
leaching was dependent on the coordinating terminal group. For
example, over the first reaction cycle 8% of active metal leaching
was indicated for the amine functionalized silica compared to the
one functionalized with thiol (2.5% metal leaching) ascribed to
the weaker complexation, but higher activity of the former.79

Although in this case the Ru−H vibration was detected by FTIR,
no characterization was reported for the spent catalyst. Rohr et al.
showed that multiple coordination using two bidentate ligands
(Figure 3a) could greatly improve the stability of the catalyst by
enhancing the binding strength to Ru compared to the cases
where the active metal is weakly bound via a single coordination
(Figure 3b).75

The group of Hicks reported the first immobilization of an
iridium catalyst for this reaction. Conventional introduction of
amine groups on silica support was followed by a further
functionalization by a Schiff base reaction with o-
(diphenylphosphino)benzaldehyde to form an imine group.82

Among amine, monodentate phosphine, and imine-phosphines
as the grafted ligand, only phosphine-containing catalysts
showed activity. The highest obtained TONs after 2 h were
1300 at 60 °C and 2300 at 120 °C (Table 2, entries 14, 15),

respectively. Notably, the imine-phosphine ligand allows
bidentate coordination (Figure 3d) and thus improved the
stability of the catalyst. The same researchers also explored the
use of an amine containing polymer (Figure 3d) as support.83

The idea behind was to capture carbon dioxide with amine
functionalities in order to increase the catalytic activity. Similar to
the work using the silica support, the use of the imine-phosphine
grafted ligand led to the highest activity. Nevertheless, the
catalysts barely showed activity without addition of a base in spite
of the presence of amine groups at the surface of the support.
Zhang et al. immobilized a Ru complex in a way similar to the

previous examples and obtained a molecular heterogeneous
“Si”−(CH2)3NH(CSCH3)−{RuCl3−PPh3} precatalyst sup-
ported on SiO2 or polystyrene (Figure 3e).

45,84 In their study,
an ionic liquid was used as reusable base, which can form a salt
with formic acid. Therefore, both formic acid and the base were
recovered easily by filtering off the catalyst and by evaporation of
the acid and aqueous solvent at 130 °C, yielding the ionic liquid.
In the follow-up work a diamine-functionalized ionic liquid was
used for a higher catalytic efficiency by improving the uptake of
formic acid.85 The precatalyst “Si”−(CH2)3NH(CSCH3)−
{RuCl3−PPh3} was prepared by mixing beforehand synthesized

Figure 4. Immobilization of Ru/Ir molecular complexes on porous organic polymers. (a) Created after ref 89. (b) Adapted with permission from ref 90.
Copyright 2015 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. (c) Adapted with permission from ref 91. Copyright 2016 Elsevier.
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“Si”−(CH2)3NH(CSCH3) and RuCl3·3H2O with subsequent
addition of the required PPh3 ligand, as without it no reaction
occurred. Though no metal leaching was detected for five times
use, the nature of the catalytic species is not revealed, as no
characterization of fresh or spent catalyst was reported. The
activity of this system is also moderate (cf. Table 2).
Evidently, some but significant efforts have been devoted to

immobilize molecular catalysts for the synthesis of formic acid
and formates through coordination to ligand(s) grafted on a
support material. The more coordination interactions, the better
the binding, with P-based ligands as the preferred ones for an
optimal performance. Unfortunately, to date the catalytic tests
have been performed only in batch mode and surprisingly little is
investigated into the stability of these grafted catalyst systems,
even though many authors reported that the stability is the major
challenge. To fully benefit from the heterogeneous nature of such
catalysts, rigorous evaluation of catalyst leaching under
continuous operation will be required, and innovative strategies
for stable anchoring of molecular catalysts on grafted surfaces of
solid materials are still to be identified.
4.2.2.2. Molecular Catalysts Immobilized on Porous

Polymers. Grafting ligands on a solid support is one of the
strategies to immobilize a molecular catalyst with a desired
coordination environment for the reaction. The major challenge
in this approach is the catalyst stability, as discussed above,
besides minimizing the steps for catalyst synthesis. In these
respects, another emerging immobilization strategy using porous
polymers is highly attractive. Particularly, porous organic
framework (POF) is a relatively new but promising class of
porous materials to immobilize molecular catalysts. The term
POF comprises a number of porous solids based on only organic
constituents, encompassing covalent organic frameworks
(COFs) and porous organic polymers (POPs). POFs possess
high surface areas from a few hundred to several thousandm2 g−1,
tunable pore sizes from micro- to mesopores, and adjustable
skeletons that offer unprecedented possibilities for the design of
single-site catalysts.86 Although the most interesting solids are
not crystalline, still excellent pore size distributions and control
can be achieved, in contrast to traditional polymers.87 In
principle, another class of well-known porous polymers, metal−
organic framework (MOF), can also be used as the support of
active single-metal site if the skeleton offers an appropriate
coordination environment to the metal center. Recently, Beloqui
Redondo et al. reported the first example of phosphine-
containing MOF to heterogenize a Ru complex.88 Although
the catalyst was not tested for CO2 hydrogenation to formic acid,
the reverse reaction, namely, formic acid decomposition, was
evaluated. The catalyst showed excellent activity and stability
even when the reaction was operated continuously in the gas
phase. A more straightforward approach is the use of POFs with
coordinating functional groups in the skeleton, and the number
of examples is rapidly increasing.
Yang et al. prepared a Tröger’s base-derived microporous

organic polymer (TB-MOP), and the nitrogen atoms of the
framework coordinated a Ru(III) complex, obtaining a TB-
MOP−Ru catalyst (Figure 4a) with high activity in the
hydrogenation of CO2 to formate.89 At relatively low temper-
ature (40 °C) the TON was 2254 after 24 h (Table 2, entry 13).
However, the use of a PPh3 ligand was essential and, in its
absence, only fewer than 25 turnovers could be observed under
similar reaction conditions. Also, the TON decreased when TB-
MOP−Ru was reused for the second time, which was due to
leaching of Ru species, as detected by ICP-OES. The weaker

complexing ability of Tröger’s base compared to PPh3 was found
as the main cause for leaching.89

There has been tremendous research on Ir pentamethylcy-
clopentadienyl (Cp*) complexes, where Ir is coordinated by two
nitrogen atoms of the support ligand, and they have been tested
for a wide range of hydrogenation reactions including CO2
hydrogenation.92−95 The record values in CO2 hydrogenation to
formic acid were obtained by Hull et al. with TON of 153,000
and TOF of 53,800 h−1 using a homogeneous dinuclear IrCp*
catalyst stabilized by the ligand environment of 4,4′,6,6′-
tetrahydroxy-2,2′-bipyrimidine (thbpym).65 Many groups were
inspired by that work and developed different heterogeneous
versions of that systemmimicking the coordination environment
to active Ru or Ir metal centers.
Some of us pioneered the use of covalent triazine frameworks

(CTFs) as support. CTFs are porous aromatic frameworks made
upon trimerization of aromatic nitriles,96 which possess high
thermal and chemical stability and a high surface area. CTFs
open up a wide range of possibilities for heterogenizing metal
complexes, since they contain a high density of quasi-bipyridine
complexes. Inspired by the original work of Bavykina et al.,97 Park
et al. immobilized the [IrCp*(bpy)Cl]Cl complex (Figure 4b).90

The obtained complex was thoroughly characterized to prove
that the obtained catalyst is similar to its homogeneous
counterpart. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in combina-
tion with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping
revealed the even distribution of Ir and Cl atoms. XPS analysis of
both homogeneous and heterogeneous versions showed the
identical value of binding energy for Ir 4f7/2 (62.1 eV), indicating
similar electronic environment of the active Ir center. The
catalyst showed activity increasing favorably with pressure (Table
2, entries 18 vs 20) as well-known for homogeneous systems69,71

with an optimal temperature of 120 °C (Table 2, entries 17−19).
The maximum TON was 5000 at 120 °C under 8 MPa of total
pressure. Encouragingly, the catalyst stability could be improved
by this immobilization method; the catalyst was recycled five
times with only a slight loss of activity.90 The same group
immobilized a similar Ir complex to a heptazine-based framework
(HBF, Figure 4c). The catalyst material showed initial TOF of
1500 h−1 and TONof 6400 at 120 °C under 8MPa total pressure
(Table 2, entry 21).91 Furthermore, in an attempt to bring the
use of CTF-based molecular catalysts a step further to industrial
applicability, Bavykina et al. reported a one-step approach for the
production of porous, mechanically rigid, and easy-to-handle
CTF-based spheres (Figure 5).98 A phase inversion technique
making use of a polymer as binder was followed by first preparing
a slurry of the CTF powder and the dissolved polymer in an
organic solvent followed by a rapid removal of the solvent by
contacting the slurry with a nonsolvent (water in this case).
Removal of the organic solvent by the nonsolvent led to a rapid
solidification of the polymer binder and to the creation of
additional porosity in the composite. After obtaining the spheres,
Ir(III)Cp* was coordinated to the bipyridine moieties of CTF to
obtain efficient catalyst. Removing Cl− ions by washing the
catalyst with DMF increases its efficiency and recyclability.97

Both powder and shaped catalysts were evaluated in the reaction,
and the spherical particulate catalyst was shown to be easily
recyclable in the hydrogenation of CO2.

98 These studies show
that the environment of POFs is excellent for stably immobilizing
molecular complexes likely due to the intrinsic stability of the
coordinating ligands in the skeleton of the framework and the
abundantly available coordinating sites (e.g., N atoms)
homogeneously distributed over the porous material.
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4.3. Reaction Mechanism

Formic acid synthesis by CO2 hydrogenation is not thermody-
namically favored as discussed in section 4.1. To facilitate this
reaction, several strategies have been employed as mentioned
earlier. In general, selection of a proper solvent for the reaction
results in better catalytic performance owing to the solvation of
product and reagents (entropic influence). However, in order to
directly impact the thermodynamic equilibrium of the reaction,
the use of strong bases able to form adducts with formic acid or
formates has been proven as the most straightforward strategy.
Typical base examples used in organic solvents are triethylamine
and DBU (1,8-diazabicyclo[5,4,0]undec-7-ene). For the reaction
in aqueous phase, hydroxides, bicarbonates, and carbonates are
generally used, and the latter two are often employed as the
source of CO2 (vide supra). Therefore, the real substrate of the
hydrogenation will not be only CO2 but also HCO3

− or CO3
2−.

The equilibrium between these compounds is influenced by
many factors, e.g., pH, temperature, and CO2 pressure.
Therefore, when the term “CO2 hydrogenation to formic acid”
is used, it does not imply that CO2 is the only and real substrate,
but the above-mentioned equilibrium of many.39

Two main types of heterogeneous catalysts, namely, (un)-
supported metal nanoparticles and immobilized organometallic
complexes (Figure 2), have been reported to convert CO2 to
formic acid/formates, and consequently the reported reaction
mechanisms are obviously different. Recently, Wang et al.
summarized the main mechanistic aspects of homogeneous
catalysts for the hydrogenation of CO2 to formates.39 The main
differences in the reaction mechanisms among homogeneous
catalysts reside in the way in which CO2 coordinates to the metal
center (through either C or O) as well as in the way in which
hydrogen is activated. It is also worth mentioning that in most
cases the performance of homogeneous catalysts is highly pH
dependent as expected by thermodynamics. At low pH, active
complexes preferentially catalyze hydrogen production from the
decomposition of formic acid, whereas at high pH, formic acid is
produced from CO2 and H2 using the same catalyst. Although
various reaction mechanisms have been proposed and they are
markedly different depending on the reactive environment like
ligand and solvent (organic vs aqueous solvent),39 most involve
CO2 activation with the M−H bond (M: metal) through
nucleophilic attack of hydride to the carbon atom of CO2 to form
formates.69 Then the formates are released as formic acid (or

derivatives, e.g., in the presence of amine or alcohol) through
activation of H2 at the metal center, yielding a product and
regenerating the M−H bond. Related to the aforementioned
promising heterogenized molecular catalysts supported on POFs
with bipyridine-like skeletons, the reaction mechanism is
expected to be similar to that reported for the homogeneous
analogues (Figure 6).65 For detailed reaction mechanisms

proposed to date for molecular complexes, we refer to the
excellent review by Wang et al.39 When it comes to the
application of heterogenized molecular catalysts, reaction
mechanisms similar to those found for their homogeneous
counterparts can be expected. However, the role of support,
especially its affinity to reactants, reaction products, and solvent,
and potential mechanistic differences induced by the uniquely
supported environment of active metals cannot be neglected.
Further investigation on these aspects is awaited and expected to
come in the near future.
Regarding these mechanistic aspects related to the application

of metal nanoparticle based catalysts, it would not be overly
controversial to state that this field is still in its infancy and only a
few works have dealt with this aspect. Filonenko et al.58 proposed
a mechanism of hydrogenation of CO2 to formates on Al2O3
supported Au nanoparticles (Figure 7). It was proposed that
formates and bicarbonates are the key intermediates in the
catalytic cycle. They proposed that hydrogenation starts with the
heterolytic dissociation of hydrogen at the Au/support interface,
producing surface hydroxyl and metal hydride species. Since the
reaction was performed in DMF, which adsorbed on the catalyst
surface, the H2 dissociation step may be preceded by DMF
desorption, therefore liberating a vacant site for H2 activation.
This is followed by CO2 reaction with surface OH groups,
forming bicarbonates on the surface. Au−hydride reacts with the
bicarbonates, and adsorbed formate species are formed on the
Au−support interface; formates can subsequently migrate to
more thermodynamically stable locations to generate alumina-
bound formates.

Figure 5. Immobilization of an Ir complex on CTF-based spheres.
Reproduced with permission from ref 98. Copyright 2016 Wiley-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.

Figure 6. Proposed mechanism for reversible CO2 hydrogenation to
formic acid using binuclear IrCp* catalyst with a thbpym ligand.
Reproduced with permission from ref 65. Copyright 2012 Macmillan
Publishers Ltd.
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Lee et al.99 investigated the mechanism of CO2 hydrogenation
to formic acid over carbon nanotube-graphene supported PdNi
alloys. The proposed mechanism is illustrated in Figure 8. As the
first step, an electron transfer from Ni to Pd atoms occurs.
Therefore, Pd and Ni are in the electron-rich and -deficient state,
respectively. It is followed by H2 dissociative adsorption on Pd
surface and CO2 adsorption through its O atoms on the Ni
surface. Reaction between H on Pd and adsorbed CO2 leads to
the formation of adsorbed HCOOH. In this mechanism, the
advantage and even necessity for bimetallic surfaces is clearly
highlighted.

5. DIRECT HYDROGENATION OF CO2 TO METHANOL
AND DME

The “methanol economy” proposed by Nobel Laureate George
Olah positions CO2 hydrogenation to methanol and derived
products at its core. In the simplest form, the concept involves
the capture of CO2 from any natural, human, or industrial source
and its effective catalytic transformation into methanol, DME,

and a large variety of secondary methanol/DME-based products
(Figure 9).

The catalytic conversion of CO2 into methanol and DME
bears a strong potential to transform large amounts of CO2 in a
short span of time due to the commonly reported high reaction
rates. This feature is translated into high process efficiency in
practice. As described in section 3, for the process to be
sustainable in the light of the carbon cycle, H2 should be
produced in a greener way, e.g., photocatalytic water splitting and
water electrolysis sourced by natural/renewable energy sources.
Historically, methanol was obtained as a byproduct in the

charcoal production by wood, thus called wood alcohol.100

Methanol produced in this way was used in the 19th century for
lighting, cooking, and heating purposes, until it was replaced by
cheaper fuels like kerosene. Until 1923 the wood alcohol was the
only source of methanol. In early 1920s, Mittasch et al. at BASF
(Badische Anilin and Soda Fabrik) successfully produced organic
oxygenates, including methanol, from syngas during the
developmental work on the ammonia synthesis. Later on,
BASF went on commercializing this syngas-to-methanol syn-
thesis process consisting of sulfur resistant zinc chromite (ZnO−

Figure 7. Mechanism of CO2 hydrogenation over supported Au
nanoparticles. Reproduced with permission from ref 58. Copyright 2016
Elsevier.

Figure 8.Mechanism of CO2 hydrogenation over PdNi bimetallic surface. Reproduced with permission from ref 60. Copyright 2015 The Royal Society
of Chemistry.

Figure 9. Chemical recycling of CO2 to methanol and DME.
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Cr2O3) catalysts and typical operating conditions of 320−450 °C
and 250−350 bar.101
Today, methanol is one of the top five commodity chemicals

shipped around the world each year. It is a primary raw material
for the chemical industry, increasingly used in the methanol to
olefins (MTO) process, an intermediate for the production of a
variety of chemicals including formaldehyde, methyl tert-butyl
ether, and acetic acid among others.100 Most of these chemicals
are the basic building blocks of many commodity products in our
daily life including paints, plastics, resins, adhesives, and
antifreezes. Furthermore, methanol can be directly employed
in fuel cells, and it has also been proven to be an excellent fuel
blend for internal combustion engines. Methanol itself has low
cetane number, which makes it impractical as sole fuel in diesel
engines, but the derivative of methanol, DME, with its high
cetane number (higher than 55 as compared to with 40−55 of
common diesel fuel102), offers several attractive properties such
as very low emissions of pollutants (particulate matter, NOx, and
CO) and biodegradability over the conventional fuels.
Dehydration of methanol over solid acid catalysts yields DME.
Integrating this dehydration reaction into CO2 hydrogenation to
methanol adds another dimension in CO2 recycling strategy in
terms of final product selection. The novel “one-step” approach
of DME synthesis from CO2, i.e., via in situ transformation of
methanol to DME, is meritorious thanks to the lower
thermodynamic limitation in CO2 hydrogenation than in
methanol synthesis.103 In addition, the methanol dehydration
toward DME proceeds in a very similar temperature region as
that of methanol synthesis, making the single step process viable.
Recently, trends of R&D in methanol synthesis are shifting

toward a greener process, where CO2 is reduced by H2 generated
from the technology sourced by natural/renewable energies.
Mitsui Chemicals and Carbon Recycling International (CRI)
Inc. are the two well-known companies, among others, and they
have demonstrated such processes for production of methanol.
The plant of the latter, CRI, located in Iceland has a production
capacity of around 5 million liters of methanol per year (4 kta).
The H2 for this reaction is produced by water electrolysis using
energy produced from natural sources, mainly geothermal,
hydro, and wind.104

5.1. Thermodynamic Considerations

Methanol synthesis and reverse water-gas shift (RWGS) are the
two major competing reactions in the process of CO2
hydrogenation to methanol (eqs 3 and 4).105

+ ⇔ +

Δ ° = −H

CO 3H CH OH H O

49.5 kJ/mol
2 2 3 2

298K (3)

+ ⇔ + Δ ° =HCO H CO H O 41.2 kJ/mol2 2 2 298K
(4)

It is also possible and likely that CO formed via RWGS
undergoes further hydrogenation toward methanol as per eq
5.106

+ ⇔ Δ ° = −HCO 2H CH OH 90.6 kJ/mol2 3 298K (5)

It is evident from eqs 3−5 that thermodynamically, according
to Le Chat̂elier’s principle, the use of high pressures and low
temperatures should be advantageous due to the exothermic
nature of the methanol formation reactions (eqs 3 and 5) and to
the decrease in the number of molecules when the reactions
proceed forward. The reaction characteristics are contrasting for

RWGS; the reaction is endothermic without a change in the total
number of molecules.
Some of the first thermodynamic studies on the methanol

synthesis from CO, CO2, and H2 were performed by Graaf et
al.107 They studied the chemical equilibria of the associated
reactions and proposed the expressions for the equilibrium
constants by assuming the ideal gas behavior with nonideality
corrections predicted by the Soave−Redlich−Kwong equation of
state. In 2016, Graaf and Winkelman108 refined the expressions
by taking a large number of experimental data. They showed that
in the literature the equilibrium constants for the methanol
formation from CO and H2 have a considerable variation as
much as 40%. They explained that these variations are, on the
basis of sensitivity analysis, due to the very small differences in
the employed basic thermochemical data, especially the Gibbs
energy of formation for CH3OH and CO. By fitting the Gibbs
energy values they established highly reliable expressions for the
equilibrium constants.
The thermodynamic and kinetic analysis of methanol

synthesis from only CO2 and H2 has not been performed as
frequently as conventional methanol synthesis using CO, CO2,
and H2 mixture. In the available literature, the kinetic expressions
of Graaf et al.107,109 as well as Bussche and Froment110 are
frequently applied to model reaction profiles in methanol
synthesis with an industrial Cu−ZnO−Al2O3 catalyst from
syngas and also from CO2 and H2.

111−115 These two widely
applied kinetic models are based on different assumptions: the
model of Graaf et al. assumes the formation of methanol from
both CO and CO2, while the model of Bussche and Froment
assumes that CO2 is the main source of carbon for the synthesis
of methanol and considered the inhibitory effect of water formed
by the RWGS reaction.
Galluci and Basile111 evaluated the performance of a

membrane reactor in comparison to a traditional reactor for
methanol synthesis by CO2 hydrogenation over a commercial
catalyst using the kinetic model of Graaf et al. and showed
potential advantages of a zeolite membrane reactor. On the one
hand Fornero et al.112 applied the same kinetic model to
theoretically study the effects of H2/CO2 feed ratio, ranging from
1.5 to 4, and stream recycle ratio on the reaction performance
under the conditions of thermodynamic and kinetic controls. On
the other hand, Van-Dal and Bouallou113 selected the kinetic
model of Bussche and Froment arguing that this model was in
better agreement with the recent experimental findings on the
role of CO2 on these catalysts. Meyer et al.114 compared the two
models and discussed the differences. Their results revealed that
the two models behave differently in the first half of the reactor
where the reaction is controlled by the kinetics. The difference
become negligible and the results of both models become similar
when the reaction is limited by thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e.,
close to the reactor outlet.
As mentioned earlier, high-pressure and low-temperature

conditions are thermodynamically favorable. Van Bennekom et
al.116 reported a model based on a modified Soave−Redlich−
Kwong equation of state which enabled the calculation of the
simultaneous phase and chemical equilibria that occur during
high-pressure methanol synthesis (200 bar, 190−280 °C). The
model included the treatment of the dew point as a function of
temperature and conversion. Additionally, the predictions were
verified experimentally and the authors found that the
condensation of methanol and water had beneficial consequen-
ces in methanol synthesis with carbon oxide conversions higher
than that of the one-phase chemical equilibrium.117
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Figure 10 shows the equilibrium CO2 conversion and
methanol selectivity over a wide range of pressures and
temperatures (the other possible product is CO; only the
reactions of eqs 3−5 were assumed to take place).
Interestingly, there is an abrupt change in CO2 conversion at

100−300 bar within the temperature range shown. This is due to
the formation of a liquid phase and phase separation. This change
takes place at about 240 °C at 200 bar, which is close to the
condition reported by van Bennekom et al. Also, the abrupt
change in CO2 conversion diminishes at higher pressure (>400
bar), transforming to a smooth decrease of CO2 conversion
toward higher temperature. This is indicative of one dense phase
at very high pressure conditions. Recent works by Gaikwad et
al.115,118 showed experimentally the advantage of high-pressure
conditions in CO2 hydrogenation to methanol.
At the stoichiometric molar ratio (H2/CO2 = 3) about 90%

CO2 conversion and >95%methanol selectivity could be attained
at 442 bar. It was also shown that, under such high-pressure
conditions, a dense phase formation by product condensation
takes place and internal mass transfer limits the overall reaction
rate depending on the catalyst pellet size. Furthermore, as
expected thermodynamically, high-pressure operation at higher
H2/CO2 ratio is greatly advantageous in CO2 conversion. At H2/
CO2 = 10, CO2 equilibrium conversion is boosted and also phase
condensation does not seem to take place at these pressure
conditions (Figure 10). Experimentally at 331 bar (partial
pressure of the reactants), 260 °C, almost full (>95%) CO2
conversion and >98% methanol selectivity was demonstrated.118

As another example taking advantage of the reaction
thermodynamics, a novel reactor configuration with two

temperature zones inside the reactor to shift the chemical
equilibrium was reported by Bos et al.119 The authors showed
that the conversion limitations due to thermodynamic
equilibrium could be bypassed via in situ condensation of a
water/methanol mixture.
It is widely known that DME is formed via the dehydration

reaction of methanol over solid acid catalysts, which is mildly
exothermic (eq 6105; eq 7120 is the overall reaction).

⇔ +

Δ ° = −H

2CH OH CH OCH H O

23.4 kJ/mol
3 3 3 2

298K (6)

+ ⇔ +

Δ ° = −H

2CO 6H CH OCH 3H

123.0 kJ/mol
2 2 3 3 2

298K (7)

Because of the consecutive nature of DME formation through
methanol formation when CO2 is used as the starting raw
material, the thermodynamic aspects of DME synthesis are
closely related to that of methanol synthesis. In addition to
increasing the reaction pressure, the thermodynamic limitation
of CO2 conversion could also be mitigated if methanol is
continuously removed from the product side of eq 3 via its
effective transformation to DME.
The study by Aguayo et al.121 provided a kinetic model for one

step DME synthesis over Cu−ZnO−Al2O3//γ-Al2O3 bifunc-
tional catalyst fromCO+H2 or CO2 +H2mixture (notation “//”
indicates the bifunctionality of the catalysts). They showed
considerable increase in both methanol and DME yields when
the DME synthesis was performed in one step. According to the
kinetic study, methanol dehydration is very fast and the water-gas

Figure 10. EquilibriumCO2 conversion and methanol selectivity at different temperatures with initial H2/CO2mixtures of 3 (left) and 10 (right), and at
(a) 10 bar, (b) 30 bar, (c) 100 bar, (d) 200 bar, (e) 300 bar, (f) 400 bar, and (g) 500 bar. The calculation was performed with the same method as
described in refs 115 and 118.
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shift reaction remains in equilibrium, rendering methanol
synthesis to be the rate-determining step.121 The same
conclusion was drawn by Qin et al.,122 who developed an
intrinsic kinetic model for CO2 hydrogenation to DME over a
Cu−Fe2O3−ZrO2//H-ZSM-5 catalyst. Ereña et al.123 further
extended the kinetic model for a Cu−ZnO−Al2O3//γ-Al2O3
bifunctional catalyst taking the catalyst deactivation into account.
Themodel considered the attenuation of methanol synthesis and
the formation of paraffin byproducts due to CO2 and water in the
reaction medium. The thermodynamic investigations by Shen et
al.120 revealed that the CO2 equilibrium conversion to DME was
considerably and consistently higher than that only to methanol
without further transformation to DME. For any feed
composition of CO2/H2, the equilibrium yield of DME increased
with pressure and decreased with temperature as expected.120,124

The above studies clearly indicate the thermodynamic
advantages of CO2 hydrogenation to DME in terms of CO2
conversion efficiency by coupling CO2 hydrogenation and
methanol dehydration, although achieving complete trans-
formation of methanol to DME, thus full DME selectivity,
seems difficult or not possible.

5.2. Catalytic Systems

5.2.1. Catalysts for the Direct Hydrogenation of CO2 to
CH3OH. The very first commercialized methanol synthesis
process from CO2-containing syngas developed by BASF was
using the ZnO−Cr2O3-based catalysts. In the 1960s, changing
feedstock from coal to naphtha/natural gas led to fewer
impurities in the synthesis gas and ultimately resulted the
introduction of highly selective copper-zinc oxide-alumina
catalyst (Cu−ZnO−Al2O3) developed by ICI (Imperial
Chemical Industries). Due to the greatly enhanced activity, the
ternary catalyst required significantly milder reaction conditions
of temperature and pressure. Since then, the research trend has
been shifted to investigate Cu−ZnO-based materials (the two
major components of the above catalyst), which resulted in a
large number of publications on the theme. Although many
catalyst materials with various compositions have been found
active and selective for methanol synthesis from CO2, the Cu−
ZnO system prepared by coprecipitation still remains the most
investigated due to its high activity and high product selectivity
besides economic advantages. Numerous reports and reviews
describing the various material aspects of the methanol synthesis
catalysts have been published. For example, Jadhav et al.125

summarized the main catalytic features of Cu- and Pd-based
catalysts. Liu et al.126 reviewed the advances until 2003 for the
methanol synthesis via hydrogenation of CO and CO2 making
special emphasis onmetallic Cu as active phase and ZnO as active
promoter. Wang et al.127 reported the main features of Cu-based
catalysts and focused on the methanol production from CO2 as
an environmental strategy. A highly concise review of R&D
activities in Japan reflecting the global trends until 1998 was
reported by Saito, covering the aspects of catalysts, reaction
mechanisms, and processes including pilot plant scale operation
of CO2 hydrogenation to methanol.128

A walkthrough of research articles published in the past 10
years on CO2 hydrogenation to methanol (ca. 200 publications
to have an idea, not a complete list) shows that three main
branches of catalyst families can be recognized (Figure 11).
The statistical breakdown shows that 79% of the reports

published in the past 10 years on CO2 hydrogenation to
methanol describe catalysts based on Cu, followed by 11.5%
based on Pd, and 9.5% on bimetallic systems. Among the 79% of

the Cu-based catalysts, 75.9% deal with Cu−ZnO composites
and, among these, the addition of Al2O3 and ZrO2 appears to be
the most popular. For Pd-based catalysts, the most widely used
support is Ga2O3, followed by CeO2 and SiO2. For bimetallic
catalysts, there is no chemical element combination that is
prominently chosen. Several authors have investigated bimetallic
Ni−Ga, Co−Cu, Pd−Cu, Au−Cu, and Au−Ag as effective
couples in the CO2 hydrogenation to methanol.

5.2.1.1. Cu−ZnO-Based Catalysts. Among the 92 naturally
occurring elements in the Earth’s crust, Cu is the 25th most
abundant element, which makes the use of Cu in catalysis
sustainable and economically attractive. This could be also a
strong reason that, apart from its highly active nature, even
almost after 60 years of the first introduction of the Cu−ZnO−
Al2O3 catalyst for methanol synthesis by ICI, today the Cu−ZnO
combination remains the core of the industrial methanol
synthesis catalysts.
Typically, commercial methanol synthesis catalysts (Cu−

ZnO−Al2O3) are prepared by a coprecipitation and usually
contain around 50−70 mol % of CuO, 20−50% ZnO, and 5−
20% of Al2O3. Generally, these catalysts are calcined and reduced
prior to the reaction in order to obtain specific Cu0 surface areas
(SACu) between 18−23 m2/g118 (generally estimated by reactive
N2O titration129). The high metal dispersion and high stability of
this catalyst are due to the unique microstructure that is achieved
after reduction, where ZnO nanoparticles act as spacers between
the Cu0 particles (Figure 12) and Al2O3 enhances the thermal
and chemical stability.130 Frequently, the SACu has been directly
related to the activity of Cu-based catalyst in CO2 hydrogenation
to methanol, but this relationship is not as direct in all the cases

Figure 11.Types of catalyst material reported for CO2 hydrogenation to
methanol. The percentages have been calculated based on ca. 200 papers
selected from a Scopus search from 2006 to 2016 on the principal
catalyst materials.
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and is usually observed only for samples with similar preparation
history.131

Besides the structural role of ZnO, it is widely reported that a
peculiar solid-state interaction between ZnO and Cu is
responsible for the outstanding activity presented by this type
of catalysts. In 2016, Kuld et al.133 reported how methanol
synthesis from syngas over Cu0 nanoparticles was boosted by Zn
atoms migrating over the Cu surface. Also, Le Valant et al.134

developed a mathematical model from Cu−ZnO core−shell
nanoparticles that successfully related the number of contact
points between Cu and ZnO with the observed catalytic activity.
Generally, this Cu−ZnO synergy, where SACu is maximized and
the Cu−ZnO interaction is enhanced, is often determined by and
strictly related to the catalyst synthesis method.
Figure 13 shows the distribution of synthesis methods of Cu−

ZnO-based catalysts found in the publications on CO2

hydrogenation to methanol over the past 10 years. It clearly
shows that coprecipitation is still the most widely usedmethod of
choice.
A coprecipitation process (Figure 14) can be described as the

precipitation of metallic hydroxycarbonates or hydroxides by
mixing a metal precursor solution (e.g., aqueous nitrates of Cu,
Zn, and/or Al) with a solution containing a basic precipitating
agent (e.g., carbonates, bicarbonates, or hydroxides). The order

of addition can differ; the two solutions can be added to the
precipitation vessel, the base can be added to the metal salts, or
vice versa. Since the structural and catalytic properties of the final
catalyst are highly influenced by all the precipitation conditions,
precise control of experimental parameters such as temperature
and pH is required.
Precipitation is often followed by an aging period. Aging refers

to the period of time in which the precipitate is left in its mother
liquor typically under agitation. Several physicochemical
processes take place during the aging. One of the most important
ones is the crystallization of the freshly formed precipitates
(usually amorphous) toward crystalline phases such as
aurichalcite or zincian malachite. The solid-state chemistry of
this step has been studied,135−138 and zincian malachite has been
reported as the ideal precursor to obtain highly active
catalysts.138−141 The conditions of aging and following processes,
such as drying, calcining, and reduction treatment (the last one
before the reaction), determine the microstructural properties of
final catalyst.
Nevertheless, despite the fact that this synthesis method has

been known for at least 60 years, no standard “recipe” has been
identified, and several optimized conditions have been suggested
since then. In 2008, Baltes et al.142 prepared a ternary Cu−ZnO−
Al2O3 catalyst through a coprecipitation route. According to the
study, the best catalytic performance was obtained when the
precursors were precipitated at the pH of 6 to 8 at 70 °C followed
by an aging time of 20−60 min and a final calcination at 300 °C.
Fan et al.143 reported the assistance of microwave (MW)
irradiation in the coprecipitation and in the aging steps for the
synthesis of Cu−ZnO−Al2O3 catalysts. Their results on one
hand showed that MW irradiation at the coprecipitation step
could improve the activity of the catalyst, but not the stability. On
the other hand, MW irradiation during aging showed great
benefits in both activity and stability of the catalyst. Jung et al.144

established that adjustment of the aging time could influence and
optimize the final SACu of Cu−ZnO−Al2O3 catalysts. Kühl at
al.145 employed a coprecipitation method to prepare a pure phase
of Cu, Zn, Al hydrotalcite as the precursor of a very active
catalyst. The authors described the calcined catalyst as well-
dispersed “CuO” within ZnAl2O4 matrix. Due to the strong
interaction of Cu and the oxide matrix, the small Cu particles (7
nm) of this catalyst were partially embedded, leading to lower
catalytic activity. However, the intrinsic activity (normalized
against the Cu surface area) was superior compared with a
conventionally prepared reference catalyst.
Furthermore, Behrens et al.137 demonstrated how the catalytic

activity of Cu−ZnO−Al2O3 catalyst could be further improved
by the optimization of ZnO and Al2O3 components. They
synthesized novel Cu−ZnO−Al2O3 catalysts by varying the
precipitating agent and a direct spray-drying of the fresh
precipitate suspension without the aging phase. Not only the
SACu but also the Cu−oxide interface played decisive roles in the
activity of this type of catalyst. Besides these studies, several other
authors have reported improvements in the coprecipitation
procedure toward a more “eco-friendly” one. As described
before, the precipitation of the Cu−Zn precursors is commonly
done by mixing the metal nitrates with a precipitation agent, for
which Na2CO3 is commonly used. However, the presence of
residues, such as nitrates or Na during the calcination of the
precursors, promotes Cu agglomeration and, thereby, decreases
the final metal dispersion, leading to a loss in the catalytic
performance.146 To overcome this problem, the prepared
catalyst precursors are extensively washed with water in order

Figure 12. Microstructural features revealed by TEM of Cu−ZnO−
Al2O3 catalyst. Adapted with permission from ref 132. Copyright 2007
Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.

Figure 13. Synthesis methods of Cu−ZnO and Cu−ZnO−promoter
catalysts. The percentage was calculated based on the publications over
the past 10 years.
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to remove nitrates and sodium species before the thermal
treatments. In order to avoid the washing treatment, Behrens et
al.147 reported the synthesis of mixed basic formates
(Cu1−xZnx)2(OH)3HCO2 by coprecipitation from Cu and Zn
formate solutions leading to a nitrate-free mother liquor. In
another study, Prieto et al.146 reported the successful synthesis of
a highly active catalyst by coprecipitation of Cu and Zn nitrates
with (NH4)HCO3 rather than Na2CO3. The modification of the
precipitating agent resulted in Na-free hydroxycarbonate
precursors, and hence washing treatment could be skipped.
In addition to coprecipitation, several other catalyst synthesis

methods have been reported. Wang et al.148 prepared a Cu−
ZnO−Al2O3 catalyst by the DMAC method (decomposition of
metal ammonia complexes) under subatmospheric pressure at
various temperatures. The precursor prepared at 70 °C was rich
in the aurichalcite phase, and this enrichment improved Cu
dispersion and catalytic activity. Kondrat et al.149 reported the
synthesis of georgeite, an amorphous form of malachite, as a
stable amorphous precursor for a high activity catalyst. The
precursor was synthesized by supercritical antisolvent (SAS)
precipitation resulting in low amounts of Na and an interesting
microstructure. Its calcination yielded a complex mixture of CuO
and exceptionally small disordered ZnO with notable inter-
actions between Cu and ZnO after reduction. The catalytic
performance of selected materials described above is compared
in Table 3.
5.2.1.2. Cu-Based Catalysts Containing Other Metal/Metal

Oxide Components.Despite the good fame of Cu−ZnO−Al2O3
catalysts, unsatisfactory CO2 hydrogenation performance has
been attributed to the presence of water combined with the
strong hydrophilic character of alumina.150,151 In order to
address this issue, the addition of less hydrophilic promoters, like
ZrO2, has been proposed. Wambach et al.152 reviewed the CO2
hydrogenation over various metal/zirconia catalysts. Several
catalyst preparation methods were addressed, and a large
influence of the interface between the metal and the zirconia
was remarked. Raudaskoski et al.153 reviewed some Cu-based
zirconia catalysts for methanol synthesis. They described how the

addition of ZrO2 to Cu catalyst enhanced Cu dispersion
improving the activity and selectivity toward methanol. Frei et
al.154 studied the influence of the temperature during the
precipitation and aging in the coprecipitation of a Cu−ZnO−
ZrO2 catalyst. High temperature (70 °C) in the precipitation step
increased the crystallinity of the sample, however, the catalyst
precipitated at room temperature showed better catalytic activity.
Curiously, they also reported that the typical aurichalcite/
malachite phases and structural peculiarities known for the Cu−
ZnO systemwere observed in the presence of zirconia. Li et al.155

synthesized a series of CuO−ZnO−ZrO2 catalysts by a
surfactant-assisted coprecipitation method. The solid prepared
by this new method showed higher methanol selectivity than the
conventional one prepared by coprecipitation. This higher
selectivity was attributed to the enhanced Cu−Zn and Cu−Zr
interaction. In 2014, Samson et al.156 reported that the final
activity of the catalyst was highly dependent on the crystallo-
graphic structure of ZrO2. The tetrahedral phase was found more
beneficial since complexes formed on the tetragonal ZrO2 phase
and Cu+ cations were identified as acidic centers active in
methanol synthesis. This finding was in disagreement with that of
Witoon et al.,157 who reported higher methanol yields when Cu
was impregnated over an amorphous ZrO2.
Addition of ZrO2 to Cu-based ternary catalysts has also been

reported. Xiao et al.151 described the synthesis of a quaternary
Cu−ZnO−ZrO2−TiO2 catalyst through the oxalate coprecipi-
tation method. They found that the methanol yield increased
with the addition of promoters, and the highest methanol
productivity was achieved when both promoters (Zr and Ti)
were added. They explained that the addition of Zr and Ti led to a
decrease in crystallite size of CuO and ZnO, increasing SACu and
thus the Cu−ZnO interaction. Angelo et al.158 synthesized Cu−
ZnO−Al2O3 promoted with ZrO2 and CeO2 by sol−gel and
coprecipitation methods. The best results were obtained with the
ZrO2 promoted catalyst prepared by coprecipitation. The
addition of CeO2 did not bring any benefit to the catalyst, and
the copper dispersion was much lower.

Figure 14. Simplified preparation procedure of Cu−ZnO or Cu−ZnO−Al2O3 via coprecipitation with widely used chemicals and resulting solid
precursor phases.
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Other metal oxides like CeO2 and Ga2O3 have also been
reported to be beneficial in terms of activity and stability as
support and promoter of Cu-based catalysts. Graciani et al.159

presented theoretical and experimental evidence of a new site for
the activation of CO2 by the copper−ceria interface. The rate of
methanol production on CeOx/Cu(111) was 200 times higher
than that on Cu(111) and 14 times higher than that on Cu−
ZnO. Recently, Fornero et al.160 reported the synthesis of a
ternary Cu/Ga2O3/ZrO2 catalyst. They concluded that the
ternary mixture performed better than that of the comparative
binary Cu−ZrO2 and Cu−Ga2O3 catalysts. Importantly, better
catalytic activity could be attained when the following conditions
were met: ZrO2 (dried and calcined) was used as the base
support, Cu was incorporated by ion exchange, and then Ga was
added by incipient wetness impregnation. The catalytic perform-
ance of selected materials described above is compared in Table
3.
5.2.1.3. Pd-Based Catalysts. First reports on the use of Pd-

based catalysts for methanol synthesis can be traced back in the
early studies of CO hydrogenation.161,162 Simultaneously,

researchers have also reported a good activity of this type of
catalyst in the hydrogenation of CO2. Fujitani et al.

163 were the
first to report the use of a coprecipitated Pd−Ga2O3-based
catalyst for the hydrogenation of CO2 to methanol as an
alternative to Cu−ZnO catalyst. More recently, Collins et al.164

investigated the interaction of CO2 and H2/CO2 over an
impregnated Pd/β-Ga2O3 catalyst. They proposed that the
addition of Pd to the oxide support increases the hydrogenation
rate of all the carbon-containing species bound to the β-Ga2O3
surface by spillover of atomic hydrogen from metallic Pd to
Ga2O3. Further studies165,166 on Ga2O3-promoted Pd/SiO2
catalyst similarly revealed that atomic hydrogen can be generated
by Pd0 far away fromGa2O3 and spills over on Ga2O3 to reach the
other reactive species (formates) to complete the reaction cycle.
Chiavassa et al.167 reported that the synthesis of methanol from
CO2 and H2 by this type of catalysts is strongly influenced by the
formed intermediates. At high conversions using ternary H2/
CO2/CO mixtures, the surface CO competes with hydrogen on
the Pd crystallites, thus severely limiting the availability of atomic
hydrogen spilling-over to Ga2O3 surface. Oyola-Rivera et al.

168

Table 3. Catalytic Performance of Selected Catalysts in CO2 Hydrogenation to Methanol in the Past 10 Years

reaction conditions catalytic performance

temp (°C),
pressure (bar) space velocity H2/CO2

XCO2
(%)

SCH3OH
(%)

YCH3OH (gCH3OH
gcat

−1 h−1)
SACu

(m2 g−1) ref

Cu−ZnO−Al2O3, coprecipitation 260, 331 (G)a 182,000
h−1

10 65.8 77.3 7.73 17.5 118

Cu−ZnO−Al2O3, coprecipitation 260, 331 (G) 20,000 h−1 10 95.7 98.2 1.58 17.5 118
Cu−ZnO−Al2O3, coprecipitation 280, 442 (G) 100,000

h−1
3 65.3 91.9 15.2 17.5 115

Cu(core)ZnO(shell), core−shell 250, 30 (W) 18,000 mL
g−1 h−1

3 2.3 100 0.147 134

Cu−ZnO−Al2O3 coprecipitation + MW 240, 40 (W) 1,620 mL
g−1 h−1

CO/CO2/H2 =
24/5/68 + He

99.4 0.312 143

Cu−ZnO−Al2O3 coprecipitation 245, 45 (W) 4,000 mL
g−1 h−1

CO/CO2/H2 =
24/6/70

1.6 28 142

Cu−ZnO, SAS precipitation 235, 25 (W) 7,200 mL
g−1 h−1

CO/CO2/H2 =
6/9.2/67 + N2

0.32 53 149

Cu−ZnO−ZrO2, coprecipitation + US 200, 10 (W) 4,400 mL
g−1 h−1

3 5.8 55.2 0.049 63 150

Cu−ZnO−ZrO2, coprecipitation 230, 30 (W) 3,000 mL
g−1 h−1

3 15.2 35.1 153

Cu−ZnO−ZrO2, coprecipitation 240, 40 (G) 4,000 h−1 3 0.293 29 154
Cu−ZnO−ZrO2, surfactant assisted
coprecipitation

240, 30 (G) 3,600 h−1 3 12.1 54.1 6.5% 3.2 155

Cu/ZrO2, impregnation 280, 30 (W) 7,200 mL
g−1 h−1

3 12 32 0.09 7.8 157

Cu−ZnO−ZrO2, coprecipitation 280, 50 (G) 10,000 h−1 3 23 33 0.33 12.7 158
Cu−Ga2O3−ZrO2, solid state reaction +
deposition−coprecipitation

250, 20 (G) 2,500 h−1 3 13.7 75.6 0.061 183

Cu/Ga2O3/ZrO2, ZrO2 support + Cu (ion
exchange) + Ga (impregnation)

250, 30 (G) 20,000 h−1 3.4 1.3 74 0.162 160

Cu/Al2O3, impregnation 280, 950 (G) ∼12,000
h−1

4 30 80 0.32 2.2 184

La0.8Zr0.2Cu0.7Zn0.3Ox, sol−gel 250, 50 (G) 3,600 h−1 3 12.6 52.5 0.10 6.5 185
Cu−ZnO−ZrO2, microfluidic continuous
coprecipitation

280, 50 (G) 10,000 h −1 4 21 34 0.49 14.5 186

Pd−Cu/SiO2, impregnation 300, 41 (W) 3,600 mL
g−1 h−1

3 6.6 34 0.04 151

Pd/ZnO, sol-immobilization 250, 20 (G) ∼1,000 h−1 3 10.7 60 0.08 171
In2O3/ZrO2, impregnation 300, 50 (G) 16,000 h−1 4 5.2 99.8 0.29 178
Pd/ZnO−Al2O3, deposition−precipitation 180, 30 (W) 3,600 mL

g−1 h−1
3 2.9 79.4 2.3% 172

Au/Cu−ZnO−Al2O3, coprecipitation and
deposition precipitation

260, 40 (G) 70,000 h−1 6 28 55 16.6% 176

Au/ZnO, deposition−precipitation 240, 50 (G) 7,200 h−1 3 1 70 0.023/g Au 175
a(G) = GHSV = volume flow rate/bed volume, (W) = WHSV = mass flow rate/catalyst mass.
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reported the production of methanol and DME using Pd
catalysts supported on different Ga2O3 polymorphs. Higher
catalytic activity in methanol synthesis was observed at a larger
amount of Pd2Ga intermetallic compounds; however, the
selectivity toward DME was found to be rather dependent on
the catalyst acidity but not on the Pd2Ga content because of the
consecutive nature of DME formation from methanol as will be
discussed later.
Besides the combination of Pd and Ga, there are other reports

on the catalysts containing Pd. Koizumi et al.169 reported that
supported Pd catalysts for CO2 hydrogenation could be
improved by two different strategies: First, the use of uniform
mesoporous supports (MCM-41, SBA-15) for better Pd
dispersion, and second, the use of alkali/alkaline earth metal
additives. Jiang et al.151 reported a novel Pd−Cu bimetallic
catalyst with a strong synergistic effect on promoting methanol
formation when both metals were supported on SiO2. J. Diéz-
Ramiŕez et al.170 studied the influence of metal precursors on the
performance of a supported Pd/ZnO catalyst. The authors
reported that the use of tetraamminepalladium(II) nitrate led to
Pd sintering during reduction, hindering the formation of PdZn
alloy particles and thus resulting in low catalytic activity. These
authors also studied the influence of the reduction temperature
and observed that higher reduction temperatures led to the
formation of more PdZn alloy particles that were directly related
to a major conversion of CO2 and H2 to methanol. The
importance of the PdZn alloy was also confirmed by Bahruji et
al.171 and Xu et al.172

5.2.1.4. Bimetallic Catalysts and Others.Other than Cu- and
Pd-based systems, other metal-based and metal oxide based
catalysts have been examined for the synthesis of methanol by
CO2 hydrogenation. Co

173 and CoPt174 bimetallic catalysts have
been reported by Malaet et al. and Alayogou et al., respectively.
The catalytic activity for CO2 hydrogenation was found low
(around 5% CO2 conversion), and the major products obtained
in the reaction were CO and CH4 as expected for these metals.
Recently, Hartadi et al.175 reported a couple of studies on Au/

ZnO catalysts. Kinetic measurements revealed that Au/ZnO
catalysts showed similar formation rates of and superior
selectivity to methanol compared to Cu−ZnO−Al2O3 over a
wide range of reaction pressures. Additionally, isotopic labeling
experiments showed that when using these catalysts, a shift in the
preferred carbon source for methanol synthesis from CO2 to CO
was observed with increasing reaction temperatures. The
influence of gold in the conventional Cu−ZnO−Al2O3 catalyst
has also been studied. Pasupulety et al.176 reported a positive
influence of 1% of Au on a coprecipitated Cu−ZnO−Al2O3
catalyst. The authors emphasized that the hydrogen spillover and
enhanced adsorption capacities for CO and H2 at the Cu−Au
interface increased the CO2 conversion and methanol yield.
Sharafutdinov et al.177 reported intermetallic compounds of Ni
and Ga as catalysts for methanol synthesis reaction. The catalytic
properties of the Ni−Gamaterials were dependent on the type of
intermetallic compound formed. The Ni2Ga3/SiO2 solid was
reported as the most active and stable in CO2 hydrogenation.

177

In another recent study of 2016, Martin et al.178 reported a highly
active and methanol selective In2O3 catalyst supported on ZrO2
with remarkable stability. The high methanol selectivity and
stability of the catalyst was attributed to the reaction mechanism
based on the creation and annihilation of oxygen vacancies as
active sites. The amount of oxygen vacancies could be modulated
by cofeeding CO and boosted through the electronic interactions

with the zirconia. The catalytic performance of the materials
described above is compared in Table 3.

5.2.2. Catalysts for the Direct Hydrogenation of CO2 to
DME. Direct transformation of CO2 to DME involves a
bifunctional catalyst capable of performing two reactions,
methanol synthesis and methanol dehydration, simultaneously.
Often termed as “hybrid”, the active elements of these
bifunctional catalysts inherently include a component active in
the methanol synthesis, which is the preceding reaction in this
process, while the methanol dehydration functionality of this
hybrid catalyst relies on the solid acid catalyst component such as
γ-Al2O3 and H-ZSM-5. The notation “//” is used to indicate the
formula of catalysts containing these two functions. The use of
hybrid catalysts was initially investigated and practiced for direct
conversion of syngas to DME. Similar to the methanol synthesis
reaction, the hybrid catalysts developed for the syngas-to-DME/
gasoline conversion are also known to be active for CO2
hydrogenation to DME.179−181

The two functions, namely, methanol synthesis and methanol
dehydration, of a hybrid catalyst can be combined mainly in two
ways, similarly as in the gas-to-liquid process.182 The first one is a
physical mixture where a methanol synthesis catalyst and a solid
acid catalyst are simply mixed together, thus the functions of the
two reactions are spatially well separated. The second one is an
integrated mixture where the catalytically active components for
the two reactions are intentionally placed in closest vicinity with
the aim to facilitate the target synthesis of DME. For the first type
of hybrid catalyst, how the two catalysts are placed in a reactor
has a substantial influence on the catalytic performance.

5.2.2.1. Physically Mixed Hybrid Catalysts. As the name
implies, physically mixed hybrid catalysts are prepared by mixing
the two catalysts using dry powder mixing or grinding or in some
cases by mixing in an aqueous solution and its subsequent
thermal treatment. The characteristic of the physically mixed
hybrid catalyst is that both functions, methanol synthesis and
methanol dehydration, are preformed before the mixing
procedure.
Being acidic in nature and with relatively high surface area, γ-

alumina is a widely suggested candidate for methanol
dehydration reaction; however, as reported by Xu et al.187 the
presence of water has a strong inhibiting effect on the activity of
γ-alumina. The amount of water produced in CO2 hydrogenation
is significantly substantial in comparison to that of CO
hydrogenation as evident from eqs 3 and 5. It is believed that
water competes with methanol for its adsorption on the catalyst
surface and blocks the active sites responsible for the methanol
dehydration step.188 Hence, one of the required properties for
solid acid catalyst in this reaction could be a higher tolerance
toward the water presence. Nevertheless, the physical mixture of
γ-alumina as solid acid catalyst with Ga2O3 or Cr2O3 promoted
Cu−ZnOmethanol synthesis catalyst was reported for the direct
DME synthesis.189 The addition of Ga2O3 increased the number
of active sites, whereas the role of Cr2O3 was highly remarkable in
increasing intrinsic activity toward DME andmethanol synthesis.
H-ZSM-5 zeolite, having both Lewis and comparatively more

and stronger Brønsted acid sites than γ-alumina,190,191 showed
high activity192 and excellent water resistance, improving long-
term stability during the reaction.187 Aguayo et al.188 investigated
the deactivation behavior of Cu−ZnO−Al2O3//NaH-ZSM-5
and Cu−ZnO−Al2O3//γ-Al2O3 hybrid catalysts. The catalyst
was prepared by physically mixing methanol synthesis catalyst
with methanol dehydration catalyst in an aqueous solution,
which was dried subsequently in two steps. Curiously, the
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catalyst with NaH-ZSM-5 as a solid acid component was less
prone to deactivation by coke when water was present in the feed
and totally recovers its catalytic performance (21% yield and 48%
selectivity of DME) even after 10 reaction−regeneration cycles.
The coke combustion method was used for the regeneration
process, where the combustion was carried out at 260 °C with a
mixture of air and He.
Due to high catalytic activity and stability of zeolite-based

catalysts over other solid acid catalysts, several types of zeolites
with different types of methanol synthesis catalysts have been
evaluated. The combinations of Cu−ZnO−ZrO2 or Cu−ZnO−
Ga2O3 as methanol synthesis catalyst and Na-ZSM-5, H-ZSM-5,
H-Ga-silicate, or SAPO-34 zeolites were studied extensively by
several researchers.193−195 In conjunction with Cu−ZnO−ZrO2
methanol synthesis catalyst, H-ZSM-5 showed very high DME
(60.1%) selectivity at 35% CO2 conversion,194 while H-Ga-
silicate showed 45% DME selectivity at 19% CO2 conversion,

193

confirming the superior performance of H-ZSM-5 in the
physically mixed state. It is important to note that the given
catalytic activity values are merely performance-indicative and
cannot be compared directly due to different reaction conditions
used in the literature reports.
Less common chemical elements and materials have also been

reported for the promotion of methanol synthesis catalyst and/
or ZSM-5 as methanol dehydration catalyst. Superior catalytic
performance was observed with La-promoted-Cu−ZnO−
Al2O3//H-ZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst system yielding 71%
DME selectivity at 43.8% CO2 conversion. The addition of La
had an effect on the strength of the acid sites, and this effect was
maximized at 2% of La loading.196 Also, addition of Zr as a
structural promoter to Cu−ZnO−Al2O3//H-ZSM-5 bifunc-
tional system was examined, leading to a slight improvement in
catalytic activity.197 In another study, the doping of Zr to Cu−
Fe2O3//H-ZSM-5 system was evaluated and the presence of Zr
affected the outer-shell electron density of Cu2+, the specific
surface area, and the reducing behavior of CuO species. These
property changes were concluded to be responsible for the
enhanced catalytic activity toward DME.198 Similarly, Wang et
al.199 reported that the reducibility of copper in methanol
synthesis catalyst has a strong impact on DME yield. They
examined various Ti/Zr molar ratios in Cu−TiO2−ZrO2//H-
ZSM-5 to modulate the reducibility of copper. At a Ti/Zr molar
ratio of 1, the first reduction peak of Cu was shifted to lower
temperatures, leading to superior catalytic activity toward DME
synthesis.199 However, the relation between the reducibility of
Cu and reaction mechanism leading to DME formation has not
been clarified. In other studies, the promoting effects of carbon
nanotubes (CNT) and multiwalled carbon nanotubes
(MWCNT) in the one-step synthesis of DME have been
reported. Addition of small amounts of Pd-decorated CNT,
prepared by impregnation, to Cu−ZrO//H-ZSM-5 improved
the adsorption performance of the catalyst for H2 and CO2, thus
ultimately increasing the rate of the surface hydrogenation
reactions.200 Also, the catalytic activity could be enhanced using
Cu−ZnO−Al2O3//H-ZSM-5 hybrid catalyst supported over
acid-treated MWCNT.201

Dubois et al.105 reported several combinations of physically
mixed Cu−ZnO−Al2O3 and different solid acid catalysts. In their
study, zeolites, particularly Y-zeolite (SiO2/Al2O3 = 6) and
mordenite (SiO2/Al2O3 = 10), were proved to be efficient to
achieve high DME selectivity and high yield of methanol and
DME. Among a class of Y-zeolites as a methanol dehydration
catalyst in physically mixed state with Cu−ZnO−Cr2O3, CuNaY

zeolite was the most promising catalyst owing to the presence of
higher number of moderate acid sites, whereas NaY with only
weak acid sites was not effective in DME synthesis.189

Apart from zeolites as solid acid catalyst, sulfated zirconia was
also found to be active for DME synthesis. The physical mixture
of sulfated zirconia and Cu−ZnO−ZrO2 was able to produce
DME due to the increased Brønsted acidity generated by
protonated sulfate species.202 However, the CO2 conversion and
DME yield were less than 4%, rendering the hybrids with zeolites
the most promising option at present as physically mixed hybrid
catalyst.

5.2.2.2. Integrated Hybrid Catalyst. An integrated catalyst is
commonly prepared in a single pot synthesis and exhibits the
catalytic functions for the two reactions by the distinct active sites
residing in spatial proximity to promote the DME synthesis. It
could be prepared by adding the methanol synthesis function
over/in the presence of the solid acid catalyst, e.g., by
precipitation method or by forming a new functionality to
perform both functions. Typically, one of the functions is
preformed and generally a solid acid catalyst is incorporated for
the dehydration reaction.
One of the first examples of such integrated catalysts is the

study reported by Naito et al. in 1972.203 They reported the use
of transition-metal chlorides (PdCl3, RhCl3, IrCl3, OsCl3, CoCl2,
and FeCl3) in combination with graphite and sodium as a catalyst
for direct DME synthesis. Although the details are not shown and
the catalytic functionality of each component is not clear, PdCl3-
based catalyst (graphite−PdCl3−Na) was found most effective
for DME synthesis.
The combination of the most popular Cu-based methanol

synthesis catalyst and ZSM-5-based solid acid catalyst has been
studied using the approach of integrated catalyst design.204 Low-
temperature (200 °C) synthesis of DME over Pd-modified Cu−
ZnO−Al2O3−ZrO2//H-ZSM-5 catalysts prepared by coprecipi-
tating sedimentation method indicated that the addition of Pd
strongly enhanced the DME production due to the promoted
spillover of hydrogen from Pd0 to the neighboring active
phase.205 A slight increase in DME yield (19.1%) was achieved by
Cu−ZnO−ZrO2//H-ZSM-5 when promoted with V, in
comparison to 15.9% DME yield for the unpromoted catalyst.
V promotion aided to balance a proper acid amount and
distribution, thereby improving the catalytic performance.206

Addition of a small amount of Mo to Cu//H-ZSM-5 (Mo/Cu =
1/2 wt) markedly enhanced the catalytic activity toward DME
synthesis by creating new adsorption sites and thus the density of
the surface species to increase CO2 hydrogenation rate.207 Li et
al.208 developed a novel synthesis method to prepare a hybrid
catalyst composed of CuO−ZnO as a core and H-ZSM-5 as a
shell layer. The high catalytic activity of core−shell hybrid
catalyst was mainly attributed to the orderly self-assembly of
core−shell structure, which could optimize the reactant diffusion
path and enhance the reaction rate. Similar to core−shell
structure, H-ZSM-5 as shell and Cu−ZnO−Al2O3 as a core type
capsule catalyst was synthesized and tested in the reaction,
exhibiting a good DME selectivity over the conventional hybrid
catalyst.209

As integrated hybrid catalyst using γ-Al2O3 as solid acid
catalyst, Wang and Zeng investigated the effect of Al2O3 content
in Cu−ZnO−Al2O3−SiO2 catalyst prepared by a pseudo sol−gel
technique.210 Al2O3 incorporated in the SiO2 structure
presumably formed acid−base sites responsibly for the DME
formation. The better synergistic effect between methanol
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forming active sites and methanol dehydration active sites was
found at 4 wt % Al2O3 loading.
5.2.2.3. Catalyst Bed Configuration. The advantage of

physically mixed hybrid catalysts is the ability to configure the
two catalysts in different manners (e.g., pelleting and packing) in
fixed bed continuous flow reactor. Many researchers have studied
different approaches and their impact on catalytic perform-
ance.118,195,211,212 Summarizing, there are three configurations
(Figure 15): (1) methanol synthesis catalyst and solid acid

catalyst are pelletized separately and placed in a well-mixed
manner; (2) the pellets of the two catalysts are placed
sequentially, with the methanol synthesis catalyst being the
first; (3) a homogeneous solid mixture of two catalysts, prepared
by grinding mixing and pelletization and placed in reactor.
Each configuration type has its own characteristics and unique

effects on the catalytic performance. Bonura et al.195,211

investigated the catalytic behavior of a hybrid Cu−ZnO−
ZrO2//H-ZSM5 system with different configurations of catalyst
bed. They found that configuration 1 prepared by physical
mixing of prepelletized catalysts exhibited superior catalytic
performance, whereas configuration 2, where two catalyst beds
were placed sequentially, did not show any catalytic advantage.
The same observation was confirmed in the direct trans-
formation of CO2 and H2 to DME under high-pressure reaction
conditions (331 bar).118 Therein, a similar level of catalytic
performance was reported using the sequential bed of
configuration 2 due to the methanol conversion level at
thermodynamic equilibrium.118 The advantages of configuration
2 are the ability to vary the temperature of the two catalyst beds
independent of each other and ease in catalyst recovery, refilling,
and regeneration in case the catalyst deactivates (e.g., solid acid
catalyst). Interestingly, configuration 3 leads to poorer catalytic
performance, which has been explained by redistribution/
destruction of surface active sites due to the grinding
procedure,195 although further investigation is necessary.

Figure 15.Reported bed configurations of physically mixed catalysts in a
fixed bed reactor.

Figure 16. Proposed reaction mechanisms for the CO2 hydrogenation toward methanol.
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5.3. Reaction Mechanism

5.3.1. Reaction Mechanism of CO2 Hydrogenation to
Methanol. The mechanism of CO2 hydrogenation has been
studied by numerous researchers urged by the importance of the
methanol synthesis processes. However, the mechanism on the
molecular level is not well understood and is widely debated to
date, including the carbon source in methanol, i.e., methanol
formation via either CO or CO2.
There are two important aspects of the reaction mechanisms:

(1) the nature of the active site and (2) the reaction path.
Considering the first aspect of the active site, it is widely believed
that bare Cu0 metal is the origin of the reactivity in the
hydrogenation of CO2 to methanol.213−215 This statement has
been supported by numerous reports taking single crystal and
polycrystalline Cu films in experiments as well as by DFT
calculations. Additionally, a direct relationship between the SACu
and the activity of the catalysts has been reported, pointing out
that Cu0 is indeed the active phase.216−218

Nevertheless, some literature reports recognized the promot-
ing influence of many metal oxides to the reactivity of Cu,
showing structural, chemical, and electronic effects on Cu,
thereby, enhancing exposure of Cu surface and unique
reactivity.103,219 Among these, the most discussed interaction is
between Cu0 and the most popular promoter, ZnO. In order to
explain the Cu−Zn synergy, Arena et al.103 proposed that ZnO
could act as a reservoir for atomic hydrogen speeding up the
hydrogenation of the intermediates. They also proposed that
either ZnO could confer a peculiar morphology to the Cu
particles or ZnO was able to create additional active sites on the
Cu surface. The proposals are in agreement with the finding of
Studt et al.,220 who showed how the presence or absence of the
Zn drastically altered not only the activity but also the reaction
mechanism. Based on the DFT calculations, they concluded that
in CO2 hydrogenation the intermediates are bound to the surface
through an oxygen atom and the addition of Zn acted as a
promoter. In the case of the CO hydrogenation, in contrast, the
intermediates are bound to the surface though C atoms and a full
layer of Zn blocked these sites and hindered CO hydrogenation.
There are mainly twomodels proposed to describe the Cu−Zn

“active site”. The first one assumes the active site to be a fully Zn-
decorated surface step of Cu,220−223 and the second one is an
electron-deficient Cuδ+ species dissolved across the ZnO
promoter as the active site.126,224,225 This first “Zn-decorated”
model site was based on the experiments and theoretical studies,
where the surface enrichment of Zn on the Cu particles was
observed by XPS and HRTEM.221 Kuld et al.222 found metallic
Zn on the surface of reduced Cu−ZnO catalyst by Auger
emission spectroscopy, and Lunkenbein et al.226 showed clear
evidence of the formation of metastable ZnO layer during
reductive activation. On the other hand, the electron-deficient
Cuδ+ species has been widely used to explain the differences in
c a t a l y t i c a c t i v i t y o f t h e Cu−ZnO−Z rO 2 s y s -
tems.103,150,219,224,227−229 This hypothesis has been supported
by chemisorption and FTIR studies and proved that the
interaction of Cu particles with ZnO and ZrO2 phases leads to
the stabilization of Cuδ+ sites at the metal oxide interface.227,228

Besides the open discussion about the nature of the active site,
the second point described above on the reaction pathway is also
still a matter of active debate. The initial adsorption of CO2 has
been reported to occur in several ways. Some researchers claim
that CO2 can dissociatively adsorb over bare Cu0,230,231 while
others report that preadsorbed H species are crucial to ensure
CO2 adsorption on Cu0.232,233 In addition, the type of species

that are formed after the successful adsorption of CO2 is also
widely debated. Some researchers support the formation of
formate species (HCOO*) as the first hydrogenated species in
the mechanism, whereas others propose the formation of
hydrocarboxyl (COOH*).
The very first studies supported the formate route via

transformation to dioxymethylene (CH2O2*), formaldehyde
(CH2O*), and then to methoxy (CH3O*) (Figure 16).
However, the only observable intermediates were formate and
methoxy species.213 Grabow and Mavrikakis229 proposed a
mean-field microkinetic model that fitted the experimental
results obtained under realistic conditions on commercial Cu−
ZnO−Al2O3. In their proposed mechanism (Figure 16), besides
the formate (HCOO*) andmethoxy (CH3O*) species, they also
considered intermediates such as formic acid HCOOH* and
CH3O2*. The DFT calculations showed that CO2 hydrogenation
goes though the formate route, where formate (HCOO*)
preferentially leads to the formation of formic acid (HCOOH*)
rather than dioxymethylene (CH2O2*). This formic acid would
be further hydrogenated to CH3O2*, which is subsequently
transformed to CH2O* by splitting off its OH group. In the final
step, the hydrogenation of CH2O* would yield methoxy
(CH3O*). As a favorable support of the formate route,
Tabatabaei et al.234 reported the presence of formate species in
the CO2 hydrogenation by pulses and desorption analysis. They
noted that the bidentate formate was an intermediate for the
RWGS reaction while a monodentate formate was the
intermediate for CH3OH synthesis on ZnO from CO2/H2
feeds. Yang et al.232 showed that methanol synthesis on Cu
surfaces proceeds through a formate intermediate to form-
aldehyde, but in this case via a dioxomethylene intermediate
(Figure 16). The overall reaction rate was found limited by both
formate and dioxomethylene hydrogenation. In a recently study,
Kattel et al. reported the synergy of Cu−ZnO and the
transformation of formate to methanol via *HCOOH,
*H2COOH, and *CH3O intermediates.235

Furthermore, the synergistic effects of Cu−ZrO2 were
evidently reported recently by Larmier et al. using a tailored
catalyst with highly dispersed Cu on ZrO2. They have shown by
NMR, DRIFTS, and DFT calculations that formate is an
intermediate and its transformation to methanol is highly favored
at the interface of Cu and ZrO2 owing to lowered activation
barrier by the interface. Interestingly, the unique interface of Cu
and ZrO2 facilitated transformation of formate to an acetal-like
species (H2C(O)2*), which is further hydrogenated to methoxy
and finally to methanol.236

Contrary to the formate route, Zhao et al.237 reported that
formation of methanol from direct hydrogenation of formate
(HCOO*) on Cu(111) is not feasible due to the high activation
barriers in some of the elementary steps. Instead, CO2
hydrogenation to hydrocarboxyl (trans-COOH) is kinetically
more favorable than formate in the presence of water via a unique
hydrogen transfer mechanism (Figure 16). In agreement with
Zhao et al., Yang et al.238 concluded that the direct hydro-
genation of bidentate formate (HCOO*) on metallic Cu does
not produce methanol. Interestingly, they found that a significant
amount of methanol is formed if the Cu catalyst is pretreated by
N2O or O2, which implies that surface oxygen or possibly water-
derived species may play a critical role in the reactionmechanism.
Besides the CO2 hydrogenation, RWGS reaction and the CO

hydrogenation also play important roles in the overall reaction
network. In the early days, whenmethanol was only produced via
syngas hydrogenation, it was widely assumed that CO hydro-
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genation was the main reaction pathway for methanol synthesis.
However, substantial research work220,239,240 based on isotope
labeling experiments suggested that carbon dioxide is the sole
carbon source for methanol synthesis. These findings have been
corroborated by numerous other studies, including DFT
calculations.232 Nevertheless, since Cu is also an excellent
RWGS catalyst facilitating the conversion of CO to CO2 and vice
versa, the controversy about the carbon source in methanol
synthesis lives onward. Grabow and Mavrikakis229 proposed that
both CO and CO2 hydrogenation pathways could be active
under typical methanol synthesis conditions (Figure 16). They
also found that under typical industrial reaction conditions 2/3 of
the methanol is produced from CO2 hydrogenation. Based on
DFT calculations, Yang et al.232 reported that the CO produced
by the fast RWGS does not undergo subsequent hydrogenation
to methanol, but simply accumulates as a product. This was
explained by the hydrogenation of CO into unstable formyl
(HCO*), which prefers to dissociate into CO and H on Cu
surface.
5.3.2. Reaction Mechanism of CO2 Hydrogenation to

DME.One-step direct transformation of CO2 to DME essentially
involves the dehydration of methanol to DME, which is a mature
industrial process and mostly conducted on the H-form of
zeolite. Specifically, H-ZSM-5 is the most popular and versatile
zeolite catalyst for this reaction as evident from the earlier section
on the catalyst materials. Several studies reported two possible
reaction pathways, dissociative and associative, for the
dehydration of methanol to DME over acid catalysts (Figure
17).241−246 However, there is no definitive conclusion regarding
themost prevailed reactionmechanism. In the case of protonated
zeolites both pathways are catalyzed by Brønsted acid sites. In the
dissociative mechanism on the one hand, methanol becomes
adsorbed at the Brønsted acid site and transformed into a surface
methoxy group by losing a water molecule. Subsequently, the
nucleophilic attack by a second methanol molecule on surface
methoxy leads to formation of DME. On the other hand, in the
associative mechanism, two methanol molecules coadsorb at the
Brønsted acid site and are transformed to DME and water.
The recent DFT study by Ghorbanpour et al.247 shows on the

basis of Gibbs free energies that the dissociative mechanism is
dominant for a particular set of reaction conditions irrespective
of the active site. At higher temperatures where entropic
contributions are high, however, the mechanism shifts from the
associative to the dissociative one due to the crossover
temperature for each active site.

5.4. Process and Economic Aspects

When a chemical process is evaluated, economic aspects,
energetic aspects, and environmental and ecological impacts
need to be carefully and holistically examined. The aspects on
economy and energy are highly related, while in the light of CO2
utilization the energy aspects can also impact human and
environment considering the CO2 emission associated with
energy production. Greenliness of a chemical process in terms of
net reduction in CO2 emission, i.e., lower carbon footprint, thus
requires careful inspection of CO2 emission and utilization in all
steps including raw material processing, product transport, and
even how electric energies are generated. The commonly
reported processes for CO2 hydrogenation to methanol are
based on packed-bed reactors, and they are generally identical to
those used for conventional methanol production from syngas.
This is also a natural choice since the large-scale conventional
methanol processes utilize CO2 to produce methanol. CO2 is

intentionally added to a syngas stream to balance the H2/(CO +
CO2) ratio appropriate for methanol synthesis utilizing the CO2
captured in another process as well as to improve the catalytic
performance. In this section, methanol synthesis processes
mainly based on syngas are described due to the high similarities.
Then the aspects of greenliness of CO2-to-methanol processes
are discussed based on carbon footprints evaluated by life cycle
assessment (LCA).
The commercial syngas-to-methanol technologies feature

three main processes: syngas preparation, methanol synthesis,
and methanol purification. The syngas preparation is performed
with highly energy-demanding processes such as steam
reforming, partial oxidation, or pyrolysis of fossil fuels.248

Economically, this process accounts for more than a half of the
total investment and consumes the major energy of the overall
methanol process. For this reason, there is a great motivation to
use CO2 as a cost-competitive carbon source in methanol
production. However, the other reactant in CO2 hydrogenation,

Figure 17. Proposed reaction mechanism of methanol dehydration to
DME. Adapted with permission from ref 247. Copyright 2016 American
Chemical Society.
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namely, hydrogen, needs to be produced separately in this case.
The greenliness and carbon footprint of H2 production process
should be improved with the emerging technologies (vide supra),
but at present they are not economically competitive and/or
scalable, thus rendering the price of “green hydrogen” high in the
scenario of renewable/natural energy as activation source of
water for hydrogen production.
The heart of the second process, methanol synthesis, is the

reactor. Various types of reactors and catalyst arrangements have
been reported. The shared aspects in the different designs are to
remove the heat of reaction efficiently and economically and at
the same time to equilibrate the reaction at lower temperature
ensuring high conversion per pass.248 Conversely, the per-pass
conversion is kept moderate in all designs, and recirculation of
unreacted gases and CO produced by RWGS is required to
achieve reasonable methanol yields.
Mainly three types of reactors are used in industry. The first

one, the tubular boiling water reactor used, e.g., by Lurgi,
includes indirect cooling of catalyst-packed tubes with boiling
water (Figure 18a). By controlling the pressure of the circulating

boiling water, the reaction temperature is regulated and
optimized. The isothermal nature of the reactor gives a high
conversion and a long catalyst life (5 years) due to the low
average operating temperature which minimizes the sintering
rate of active catalyst components, although the complex
mechanical design of this type of reactor results in relatively
high investment costs.
The second reactor type, called series quench reactor, was

developed by ICI Synetix (now Johnson Matthey) containing
several adiabatic catalyst beds installed in series (Figure 18b).
Internal cooling is achieved by passing cold feed gas into the
chambers between the catalyst beds. Although these types of
reactors are relatively inexpensive, the reaction trajectory is far
from ideal due to the dilution of the gas and the fact that not all

the gas passes though the total catalyst volume, causing lower
catalyst utilization and a larger amount of byproduct formation
compared to other reactor types.135 The third type is a series
adiabatic reactor (Figure 18c). The spherical model of the reactor
type used in the Kellogg and Haldor-Topsøe processes has
advantages over cylindrical ones in better pressure resistance by
the spherical shape with thinner wall (cost reduction), low
pressure drops, and high methanol production rates.249

Besides these common reactor types, the operation of slurry
phase systems, e.g., liquid phase methanol process (LPMEOH)
by Air Products and Chemicals, has also been demonstrated,
although never commercially operated. In the process a
powdered catalyst is suspended in inert oil, providing an efficient
means to remove the heat of reaction and control the reaction
temperature. The syngas is simply bubbled into the liquid. This
process promotes a higher syngas-to-methanol conversion so
that a single pass through the reactor is generally sufficient.250

For the conversion of pure CO2 stream to methanol, the
CAMERE process (carbon dioxide hydrogenation to form
methanol via a reverse water-gas shift reaction) has been
developed. In this two-step process, first the feed gas is passed to
a RWGS reactor and H2O is removed after the first reactor.
Second, the composition of the feed gas at the second reactor is
closer to the common syngas used in the conventional methanol
synthesis, and the negative effects of the water presence on the
catalyst stability are minimized.251 For this process, and as is
widely suggested, an infrastructure identical or similar to that of
the conventional syngas-to-methanol processes can be used for
CO2 hydrogenation to methanol. That said, there is a
fundamental difference in the scopes of the two methanol
processes. Namely, CO2 hydrogenation is generally aimed at
reducing CO2 emission and the dependency on fossil fuels, and at
converting the carbon in CO2 to chemical fuels and useful
materials. However, are such apparently greener processes
economically viable? What is the actual, exact carbon footprint of
the overall CO2-to-methanol process, taking into account the
method of H2 production and the energy necessary to capture
CO2, to run the plant, and to generate H2? Reliable, quantitative
and complete assessment of a chemical process is required to
address this point. Currently, LCA serves as the most established
protocol to evaluate the carbon footprint and impacts on
environment. LCA takes into account all up- and downstream
processes and establishes a direct link to environmental
impacts.252

Aresta et al.253 performed LCAs on methanol processes to
compare the environmental impacts by the use of syngas or by
the use of CO2 and H2 from renewables. The objective was to
evaluate the best path for sustainable methanol synthesis process
by assuming CO2 from a steam reforming process of natural gas
or captured from a thermal power plant. Their results showed
that extraction and the steam reforming of natural gas were
remarkably more energy-demanding than the process of CO2
capture from flue gases. CO2 capture and H2 production from
renewables or nuclear/photovoltaic power were obviously
favorable in terms of carbon footprint, and therefore the
hydrogenation of the captured CO2 to methanol made sense.
From an environmental point of view, the comparison of the
processes showed that the most friendly one was based on CO2
recovered from flue gases and H2 from electrolysis with
photovoltaic energy. Nevertheless, the authors emphasized the
low efficiency of the water splitting by photovoltaic energy as a
limitation.

Figure 18. Conversion profiles (upper panel, bold lines) and
equilibrium curve (upper panel, thin lines) for three types of
conventional methanol synthesis reactors (lower panels): (a) tubular
boiling water reactor; (b) series quench reactor; (c) series adiabatic
reactor with interstage cooling. Reproduced with permission from ref
135. Copyright 1997 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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Recently, von der Assen et al.254 performed thorough LCAs to
evaluate the environmental impacts of possible future methanol
production processes, assuming five different potential scenarios:

1. Production of H2 via electrolysis powered by photovoltaics
and direct utilization of atmospheric CO2.

2. Production of H2 via electrolysis powered by photo-
voltaics, but with provision of CO2 from point sources.

3. Production of H2 via electrolysis with wind power and with
provision of CO2 from point sources.

4. Production of H2 via steam reforming of natural gas and
provision of CO2 from point sources.

5. H2 and CO2 via steam reforming of natural gas.
The results of LCA are expressed in terms of global warming

impact score (GW).
The GW includes the contributions from all greenhouse gas

(GHG) emission along a life cycle, and the score is calculated by
the sum of all the global warming potential (GWPi) of each GHG
multiplied by its amount (mi). GWPi is the measure of the
relative global warming strength scaled by the radiation
absorption by a single GHG emission. In practice, GW can be
considered as the measure of “carbon footprint”. Table 4
summarizes the GWs of the above five scenarios.

In the assessment, H2 production by electrolysis powered by
photovoltaics (scenarios 1 and 2) is found significantly more
CO2 emitting than the case of electrolysis powered by wind
energy (scenario 3); in other words, the use of wind energy to
power a water electrolyzer is significantly more attractive in
comparison with the current route of hydrogen production based
on steam reforming (scenario 4). From the LCA perspective
there is no great difference between CO2 capture from the
atmosphere and from point sources. The GW value of −0.41 for
the net “reduction” of CO2 by the CO2 capture process can be
further reduced (more negative; more net CO2 reduction) when
CO2 is captured from more concentrated CO2 emission sources
due to easier capture and less energy requirements. It is still not a
carbon-neutral or carbon-negative process, but by choosing
appropriate energy sources a CO2-to-methanol process can
become greener (scenario 3) with less than half the GW of the
conventional methanol process. Importantly, the LCA shows
that the use of conventional H2 from steam reforming in CO2-to-
methanol process is extremely unfavorable for the environmental
impact (scenario 4), emitting CO2 nearly three times more than
the conventional methanol process (scenario 5).
Related to the reaction conditions and the process energy

costs, Tidona et al.260 investigated the energy requirements of
high-pressure CO2-to-methanol process, assuming direct capture
from air as CO2 source and water electrolysis as H2 source, and
evaluated the effects of high-pressure operations on the process
performance and energy requirement as a function of the reactor
pressure. The study showed that the energy requirement lowers
at higher pressures roughly up to 400 bar due to better

performance given by the thermodynamic advantages, but then it
goes slightly up at higher pressures for compression (Figure 19).

Nevertheless, it is important to note that roughly 60−70% of the
total energy was required to generate H2, confirming once again
that the H2 and its production method, energy, and cost in
greener CO2-to-methanol process greatly matter.
There are increasing actions to develop and install CO2-to-

methanol processes worldwide urged by environmental
concerns. Mitsui Chemicals and Carbon Recycling International
(CRI) are well-recognized companies that demonstrated the
methanol synthesis from sustainable CO2 and H2 as raw
materials. It is claimed that Mitsui Chemicals has invented
catalysts operated in the process of CO2-to-methanol at the
capacity of 100 tons of methanol per year with CO2 released in
ethylene production and H2 generated by photochemical water
splitting using solar energy.261 CRI in Iceland is considered to be
the leader in commercializing CO2-to-methanol processes,
where the CO2 is captured from flue gas released by a geothermal
power plant and the H2 in the process is produced by water
electrolysis powered by green (geothermal, hydro, and wind)
energy. The capital investment for a methanol plant using CO2
and H2 is estimated to be about the same as that for a
conventional syngas-based plant. Still, the limiting factor for wide
introduction of such processes is the economics of the process,
currently unfavorable due to the low price of natural gas and
consequently the lowmethanol price. To be commercially viable,
the methanol produced by greener CO2-to-methanol processes
needs to be in the same or similar price range as that produced by
the conventional process. Obviously, lower costs of renewable
energies and additional social drivers to lower the dependency on
fossil fuels and a higher carbon tax, besides technological
developments like novel catalysts and catalytic process design,
are required to facilitate widespread introduction of carbon-
neutral/negative CO2-to-methanol and CO2-to-DME processes.

6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
To tackle the challenges imposed by global warming, an urgent
action in terms of decreasing (and eventually stopping) CO2
emissions is necessary. Over the past decade, a drastic change in
public opinion, driven by new governmental policy (although
this may swiftly vary considerably geographically and in time),
has boosted intense research not only into the development of
more efficient CO2 capture technologies but also into methods
for the valorization of this carbon containing feedstock. In this

Table 4. Comparison of GWs for the Five Different Scenarios

scenario

GW (H2,
production), kg
CO2/kg H2

GW (CO2, feed),
kg CO2/kg CO2

GW (methanol), kg
CO2/kg methanol

1 6.0255 −1 0.45
2 6.0255 −0.41256 1.26
3 1.0257 −0.41256 0.32
4 11.9258 −0.41256 2.37
5 0.75259

Figure 19. Power requirements for water electrolysis (Pel), CO2 capture
(Pcap), and compression of hydrogen (PcompH2) and CO2 (PcompCO2) at
various reaction pressures in methanol synthesis by CO2 hydrogenation.
Reprinted with permission ref 184. Copyright 2016 Elsevier.
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review, we have highlighted the most important advances in the
development of heterogeneous catalysts for the hydrogenation of
CO2, with special emphasis on selective processes. Not
surprisingly, for these processes to become economically
attractive, several advancements on the feedstock side will be
needed. First, efficient capture technologies need to be available,
and these should provide, in massive amounts, sufficiently pure
CO2. We strongly believe that, in the short term, only capture
technologies applied at point sources are a feasible possibility. If
recent efforts in membrane technology crystallize into large scale
deployment, a price of 20 $/ton of CO2 will be sufficiently
attractive as to boost the development of an alternative
petrochemical industry where CO2 may become the main
feedstock. At this point, it is necessary to stress that research into
CO2 capture from the atmosphere should by no means be
abandoned. However, one must consider that this is a different
ball game, where most likely adsorption and absorption driven
processes making use of green energy sources will be the main
workhorse, as recently reviewed by Sanz-Peŕez and colleagues.262

Nevertheless, the potential implementation of such technology
may very well take several decades.
Second, advances in CO2 capture need to go hand in hand with

advances in the production of green hydrogen. It would indeed
make very little sense to use H2 derived from hydrocarbons for
the hydrogenation of CO2. This leg seems, at present, to advance
at a good pace: as briefly discussed in section 3, recent advances
in PV- and wind-based electricity generation along with
improvements in electrolyzer technologies promise cheap and
abundant hydrogen soon, especially utilizing unconsumed excess
electricity.263 Once this technology is massively applied, the
parallel production of highly pure O2 along with the desired
hydrogen may offer additional advantages. Considering that
distillation is one of the most energy consuming (and therefore
CO2 emitting) technologies applied by the chemical industry and
the importance of O2 distillation, the globalization of electro-
lyzers will be doubly beneficial in the fight against global
warming. When it comes to catalysis to produce chemical
commodities from CO2, in this review we have focused on the
most important developments in the hydrogenation to formate
and to methanol/DME. From a technology readiness level
perspective (TRL), it is fair to admit that methanol synthesis is a
far more advanced technology, with already examples at the
industrial level (TRL 6−7 at least). Considering the high
selectivities obtained with heterogeneous catalysts, practical
implementation of homogeneous catalysts will be doubtful for
methanol synthesis. Regarding the hydrogenation of CO2 to
formates, the TRL of this technology is far lower (TRL 1−2).
Although several catalytic systems have been proven to work and
to produce formates at decent reaction rates, to the best of our
knowledge, the economic feasibility of this technology has not
been demonstrated. Currently formic acid (in the form of
formates) is produced in industry from methanol and carbon
monoxide in the presence of strong bases under relatively mild
reaction conditions (40 bar, 80 °C). Considering the potential
amount of CO2 available in the future and the relatively small
demand for formic acid (ca. 800 kton/year), even if deployed
commercially, this technology would only be a niche application,
unless formic acid is used as a hydrogen carrier.
At this point, it should be stressed that formic acid is currently

seen as a potential way of chemically storing hydrogen. The main
advantages of formic acid over other alternatives for H2 storage
include easy handling, refueling, and transportation. Moreover,
recent advances in the development of catalysts for its

decomposition to CO2 and H2 are promising and able to meet
DOE targets.97 Therefore, research into more efficient systems
for the formation of formates may eventually lead to the massive
use of this chemical as alternative to the traditional liquid fuels.264

Although the immobilization of homogeneous catalysts has been
shown successful for the hydrogenation of CO2 to formic acid, a
better characterization of the working and deactivated catalysts
would certainly help understanding and designing new catalyst
generations. Indeed, as discussed above, while in many cases the
structure of the as synthesized solids (or precatalysts) seems to
be more or less clear, surprisingly little is known about the very
likely changes that may occur upon activation under reaction
conditions and the consequences for catalyst stability and reuse,
the main objective for immobilization.
In addition, the development of catalysts for the hydro-

genation of CO2 to formates has the potential to open the door to
low-temperature, mild condition routes for the synthesis of
methanol through collaborative/domino catalysis. Indeed, as
discussed above, the synthesis of methanol takes place via
formates (Figure 16). If catalysts able to form formates at milder
conditions are eventually combined with an additional catalyst
(or catalytic function) able to selectively transform carboxylic
acids into alcohols, such technology has the potential to promote
a paradigm shift in CO2 hydrogenation. Homogeneous catalysts
for the direct hydrogenation of carboxylic acids (including formic
acid) have already been described in the literature, although these
usually require a stoichiometric hydrogen donor, something not
feasible in the process hypothesized above.265,266 To the best of
our knowledge, Liu et al. and Yao et al. reported first the
reduction of formic acid to methanol with H2 over Cu−Zn

267

and Cu−Al268 catalysts. A maximum methanol yield of 32%
under batch conditions was achieved at 300 °C after 5 h.
However, the reaction pathway was proven to be more likely
through hydrogenation of CO2 produced via the decomposition
of formic acid under reaction conditions. On a more promising
note, recently the group of De Bruijn has reported the application
of a homogeneous Co catalyst able to hydrogenate a wide scope
of carboxylic acids, including formic acid, to alcohols under
relatively mild reaction conditions (76% isolated yield to
methanol at 100 °C and 80 bar, although using environmentally
unfriendly THF as solvent).269 Indeed, the approach of
combined synthesis of formate, often transformed into alkyl
formate via esterification in the presence of ethanol or methanol,
and methanol by formate hydrogenation using molecular
catalysts has been recently demonstrated.41,270 Some Ru and
Co catalysts271,272 could also transform CO2 and H2 to methanol
in the absence of alcohol in the medium, achieving direct
methanol synthesis with a comparable TOF as the most common
Cu−ZnO heterogeneous catalyst.270 In the coming years, we
expect further development and application of these catalysts or
the molecular systems described in section 4, and even of
immobilized molecular catalysts with the dual functionality for
formate and consecutive methanol synthesis via CO2 hydro-
genation.
Technologically, CO2 hydrogenation to methanol and DME

over heterogeneous catalyst is matured and can become
economic and more widespread at the current TRL when
other limitations such as high energy cost for CO2 capture, H2
production, and high carbon footprint (sections 2, 3, 5) are
mitigated. Conversely, such limiting and unsustainable aspects
should be equally considered upon development and possible
commercialization of the technology. While most research on
methanol synthesis is focused on the development of active and
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selective catalysts, the thermodynamics of the methanol
synthesis should not be forgotten (Figure 10). Its practical
importance is evident from almost full CO2 conversion to
methanol at high weight time yield (WTY) with and without
benefiting from product phase condensation.115,117,118 In theory,
almost full CO2 conversion and full methanol selectivity are
possible below 170 °C at 100 bar or below 230 °C at 200 bar at
the stoichiometric ratio of CO2 and H2 feed (see Figure 10). To
achieve this, however, more active catalysts are required. Often
catalysts with exceptionally high methanol selectivity at low CO2
conversion level (kinetic regime) are reported, but these features
may be meaningless in practice when high or full CO2
conversion, thus operation under thermodynamic control, is a
must. Along the same line, rates of the reaction must be critically
evaluated to assess practical viability of the process in terms of
WTY, as this quantity describes the methanol yield taking
reaction time and reactor size into account so that different types
of catalysts can be critically compared.
From an industrial point of view, the Cu-based catalyst,

particularly containing Cu−ZnO, is expected to remain the
benchmark to beat for CO2-to-methanol transformation because
of the superior activity, stability, and economic advantages.
Although the Cu−ZnO catalyst has been used for decades, still a
number of mysteries exist associated with its synthesis, active site,
and the reaction mechanism. The Cu surface is commonly
related to the catalytic activity, but the interaction of Cu with
ZnO is reported to be as critical. The major challenge in our view
is that the true understanding of the active sites and reaction
mechanism (surface intermediates) under relevant reaction
conditions has not yet been achieved. Coprecipitation is the
standard method to synthesize methanol synthesis catalysts
(Figure 14), which is often considered as an art, but there are
advances, e.g., by Behrens,131 to do science with this synthetic
process identifying precursors leading to highly active phases
upon calcination treatment. Still, there are several parameters in
coprecipitation (Figure 14) that can greatly affect catalytic
performance, and the optimum condition is probably not yet
reached. In this context, true understanding on the exact form of
the active site and the reaction mechanism should facilitate
maximizing the desired active phase in a catalyst. In reality, the
difficulty is that such a phase may be formed only under reaction
conditions of specific pressure and temperature. Therefore,
operando spectroscopic investigations under a catalyst’s working
conditions with high sensitivity to the minute fraction of active
phase formed at Cu and ZnO interfaces are crucial toward
rational catalyst design. Once an excellent catalyst is in hand,
catalyst stability also needs to be maximized. Employing highly
active catalyst, one can reduce the reaction temperature, which
could potentially prevent the destruction of active Cu surface or
Cu−ZnO interfaces, thereby improving the longevity of catalyst.
A more environmentally benign process operated at low

temperature and pressure and at the same time giving high
methanol yield would require a radically different, unconven-
tional approach, for example, by adding another interface to shift
or bias the equilibrium. Among them, a more established one is
the use of membrane reactor,273,274 and the concept has been
demonstrated. Another approach is electrocatalysis to influence
the reaction thermodynamics at the electrode surface by altering
the redox properties of catalyst. Although no outstanding result
using these approaches has been reported to date, further
development along this direction is anticipated, and highly
innovative methodologies are awaited to enable low-temperature
and low-pressure methanol processes.

On the other hand, DME synthesis by dehydration of
methanol is a more mature process. On an industrial scale this
reaction is often coupled with the syngas-to-methanol process to
yield DME or olefins as final product. Although several strategies
and catalysts have been developed for direct transformation of
CO2 to DME (section 5), this process essentially remains a two-
step reaction. The bottleneck of this reaction could be the
deactivation of methanol dehydration catalyst due to water
poisoning. Comparing with the syngas−methanol−DME
process, starting from CO2 would yield significantly more
water and hence the catalysts must be highly water-tolerant while
maintaining the high activity. Among others, H-ZSM-5 holds the
first position as highly active, widely available, water tolerant
catalyst for methanol dehydration. A factor not yet well
understood is the required intimacy of the two catalysts (Figure
15) because the DME yield drops when the active sites for
methanol synthesis and dehydration are located too close to each
other. Besides, formation of coke is the major cause of catalyst
deactivation especially in a long-term operation. In such cases,
high-temperature reactivation treatment to burn off the coke
would be needed to regain the methanol dehydration activity.
However, the reactivation treatment may ruin the active site for
methanol synthesis under most circumstances, and development
of water- and coke-resistant methanol dehydration catalysts
needs to be addressed.
In this review we have examined the current state of the art in

CO2 capture, H2 production, and CO2 hydrogenation to
formate/formic acid and methanol/DME and evaluated where
we stand technologically. We should not forget that these
technologies should be seen as a path forward into a carbon
neutral society with a lower, or eventually negative, carbon
footprint. As briefly touched upon in the Introduction, we should
keep in mind that our society largely depends on chemicals, such
as polymers, which, in the long run, will require an alternative
feedstock. The development of competitive technologies for the
capture and transformation of CO2 will play an instrumental role
in providing such alternative carbon source. In this review,
promising advances as well as clear issues have been identified.
Detailed economic analysis of the processes was out of the scope
of this review, but it is imperative to keep this aspect in mind to
remove the economic bottlenecks and facilitate the commerci-
alization of these technologies. Currently, the theme of this
special issue has become a subject where science, society, and
policy have to join forces for much faster progress although it is
slowly but steadily moving ahead. We hope this review will
catalyze further technological developments into CO2 hydro-
genation processes and, even more importantly, promote
scientific discussions toward accelerated installation of greener
catalytic processes.
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